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Abstract

Sintering occurs in many types of material such as iron, ceramics and snow, typically
during thermal treatment, and affects the material properties, particularly the strength,
by the bonding of particles into a coherent structure. In order to improve the mechanical
strength in magnetite iron ore pellets it is important to be able to characterize and
quantitatively measure the degree of sintering and features that impact the process of
sintering.

The aim for this licentiate thesis has been to create tools for sintering characterization
through automated image analysis of optical microscopy images. Such tools are of interest
since they provide a comparable quantification of pellet properties that can be related to
other parameters, giving a historical record that is digital, objective and not dependent
on the eyes of a trained expert. In this work, two different studies of the microstructure
in indurated (heat hardened) pellets have been performed. The methods presented in
these studies have been shown suitable for characterizing sintering properties in iron ore
pellets, and possibly also other materials that experience sintering phenomena.

The first study presents research to automate image capture and analysis of entire cross-
sections of indurated iron ore pellets to characterize proportions of magnetite, hematite,
and other components. Spatial distributions of the mentioned phases are produced for
each pellet, graphing proportions in relation to the distance to the pellet surface. The
results are not directly comparable to a chemical analysis but comparisons with manual
segmentation of images validates the method. Different types of pellets have been tested
and the system has produced robust results for varying cases.

The second study focuses on the analysis of the particle joins and structure. The joins
between particles have been identified with a method based mainly on morphological
image processing and features have been calculated based on the geometric properties
and curvature of these joins. The features have been analyzed and been determined to
hold discriminative power by displaying properties consistent with sintering theory and
results from traditional physical dilation measurements on the heated samples.

A note of caution for quantitative studies of iron ore pellet has been identified in this
thesis. Especially for green pellets, the microscopy sample preparation prohibit any sta-
tistical inference studies due to particle rip-out during polishing. Researchers performing
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qualitative microscopy studies are generally aware of the phenomenon of rip-outs, but
the extent of how even seemingly good samples are affected has not been unveiled until
attempting extensive quantitative analysis of features such as green pellet porosity during
the course of this work.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

”People say nothing is impossible,
but I do nothing every day.”

- Winnie the Pooh (A.A. Milne)

This thesis is significantly focused on the application of techniques to quantitatively
characterize properties in optical microscopy of iron ore pellets. Specifically the material
phase composition and the connections between particles, and the spatial relationship
of these within the pellet, have been studied. The analyzed properties are related to
reactions that occur in many other materials and the application of developed methods
is not constrained to the narrow field of pelletizing. Especially, the method described in
Paper B could, with only a few smaller adaptations, be applied to many other materials
that experience sintering, such as snow and ceramics [3, 9].

Different types of microscopy is a one of the most important tools in mineralogy. Sev-
eral prototype systems and commercial products to aid analysis exist, such as the PTA
(particle texture analysis) [15], MLA (mineral liberation analysis) and QEMSCAN [8],
all automated and for SEM systems but restricted to locating and analyzing liberated
particles. Attempts at analysis of more complex material compositions through opti-
cal microscopy can be found in literature [18], but for pellets they are semi-automatic,
requiring human interaction in the analysis [1, 5].

In general, quantitive microscopy is of interest within the entire field of material studies.
Using classical stereometric approaches and letting a grid, plane or line interact with a
sample in 1D or 2D, a scientist is able to unfold a materials corresponding 3D/volume
properties through mathematical relationships. Moving into the digitized era, these
approaches have been translated to image analysis to decrease the amount of manual
labour [3, 6, 21], but the same theoretical foundation once developed for effective manual
analysis is still used and a lot of data is not utilized. One of the thoughts behind this
thesis is to provide a new perspective, approaching the problem from an image processing
view without the well derived but slightly restricting traditional methodology framework
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4 Introduction

used in material science.

1.1 Pelletizing fundamentals

In the mining of iron ore, refining and concentration is performed to produce high-grade
iron ore products that provide beneficial production conditions in steel making. One such
product is iron ore pellets, where the refined and ground ore is balled into spheroids of
about about 1 cm3 and then heat treated (depicted in Figure 1.1). The reason for this
process is that the very strong pellets are more efficient to use than the finely ground
powder they are made of, since they can hold together up to very high temperatures in
the blast furnace, thus enabling a continuously high air flow through the entire reduction
to pure iron [14].

As defined by Meyer [14]:

”Pellets are balls produced from concentrates and natural iron ores of dif-
ferent mineralogical and chemical composition with some remarkable proper-
ties such as: - uniform size distribution within a main range of 9 - 15 mm -
high and even porosity of 25-30% - high iron content of more than 63% iron -
practically no loss on ignition or volatiles - uniform mineralogical composition
in the form of an easily reducible hematite or hematite-bearing compounds -
high and uniform mechanical strength - low tendency to abrasion and good
behavior during transportation - sufficient mechanical strength even at ther-
mal stress under reducing atmosphere”

1.1.1 History of pelletizing

Pelletizing of iron was first suggested in Sweden and Germany, in two similar patents
on iron ore fines, dated 1912 and 1913. The German inventor Brackelsberg, the man
behind the latter patent, continued his work and demonstrated the process in a pilot
plant that was built in 1935. This plant was however demolished already in 1937 and
here development paused for almost a decade. The research picked up speed again after
the Second World War, now working with concentrates and ores, and slowly progressed
towards the process that is used today [14].

1.1.2 The pelletizing process

Pelletizing can basically be divided into three large steps [14]:

1. Raw material preparation consisting of several steps of enrichment, regulation of
moisture content and addition of binders and other additives.
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Figure 1.1: Iron ore pellets during induration. (image courtesy of LKAB, photographer:
Fredric Alm)

2. Formation of green balls or balling is the process where the raw material is formed
into spheroids using centrifugal force, either in a balling drum or on a balling disc,
followed by drying.

3. Induration (heat hardening) of green balls. This final stage occurs directly after
drying and is divided into preheating and induration, i.e. a step-wise raise of
temperature followed by a controlled time in a fixed temperature. The last step
is performed either on stationary bed of pellets (straight grate process) or in a
rotating kiln.

Pelletizing process in Malmberget

The iron ore in Malmberget consists mainly of magnetite, Fe3O4, but also of some
hematite, Fe2O3. This is enriched through different grinding, magnetic and gravita-
tional separations and mixed with water and additives to a thick slurry. The slurry is
rolled into green balls, 10-14 mm in diameter, which are then put in a straight grate
process, which means that the drying, preheating and induration all takes place on a
stationary bed of wet green balls that are loaded on traveling grate that moves through
temperature zones at 400o, 1000o, 1200o and 1250o C before cooling [10].

During induration, two very important processes take place in the pellets. Getting these
processes to run in a balanced and correct way is crucial to achieve the properties de-
scribed by Meyer [14].
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The first process is the oxidation of magnetite to hematite. Since the pellets are later
reduced in the blast furnace, this might seem a bit odd, but it has several benefits. The
oxidation causes structural changs on a molecular level, which make the hematite pellets
easier to reduce to iron than the raw magnetite ore. As little magnetite as possible should
be left after oxidation [16, Ch. 8]. Also, the oxidation reaction is strongly exothermic
and provides more than two thirds of the energy needed in LKAB plants for the second
important process, the sintering [10, Ch. 1.4].

Sintering is the process of particle bonding into a more coherent structure via mass trans-
port (usually occurring under thermal treatment), where bridges start to form between
particles at close range [11, 20]. Sintering can be divided into three stages, where the
first is when necks or bridges start to form between particles at close range. Secondly
the neck start to merge and grains fuse, which lead to a denser material interlaced with
fewer but larger pores. Finally, also closed, or intra-particle, porosity disappears. The
optimum level of sintering for pellets is somewhere in between stage one and two, where
necks have formed and increase the structural integrity, but when porosity still is evenly
high all over and allows a good gas flow throughout all of the pellet [22].

Studying and understanding oxidation and sintering of production pellets is a compli-
cated task. Heat distribution differs within the static pellet bed, causing uneven pro-
ductions [16, Ch. 5]. Oxidation and sintering occur simultaneously, causing different
temperature zones within single pellets which might lead to a so-called duplex structure,
where the core is more sintered and has retracted from the shell, which is not favor-
able for mechanical strength and transportation properties [10, Ch. 1.4]. Additives and
binders are added to aid balling, reactions and properties in the blast furnace, and their
interactions are complex and tedious to study [16].

1.1.3 Pellet quality measurements

To guarantee an evenly high quality end product, such properties as cold compression
strength are measured online through the production. To further evaluate macro behav-
ior during transportation and blast furnace reduction properties, pelletizing companies
usually have large lab facilities that can work in micro and pilot scale. In these labs,
standardized tests are performed to measure such things as porosity, shrinkage/dilation
and reducibility [14].

However, to really understand what happens and why, one must study the micro struc-
ture. Up to now this has very much been a handcraft work, an art-form of the trained
expert eye such as the PhD thesis by Niiniskorpi [16]. Microscope operators and re-
searchers that have been working at the same pellet plant for decades can look in the
oculars and evaluate the quality of the product that they see, having years of experience
to judge from. However, these experts grow more and more rare in the modern society
where people change job at regular intervals, and the need for quantitative, comparable
measurements have risen. Also, to evaluate large amounts of pellets in a microscope
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is tiring to the human eye, and while experts have grown few, the demand for reliable
statistics and large amounts of data has increased rapidly.

1.2 The HLRC-PIA project

This work is a part of the Hjalmar Lundbohm Research Centre-funded (HLRC) project
”Pellet Image Analysis”. The aim is to develop fully automated image analysis tech-
niques for quantitative characterization of sintering related features in iron ore pellets.
Furthermore an additional desired outcome is to provide these techniques as automated
analysis tools for LKAB to apply in internal research to develop a better understanding
and control of sintering related phenomena and improve pellet strength and quality.

1.3 Thesis outline

This thesis consists of two parts. Part I presents the background of this work (Chapter
1), introduces the methods (Chapter 2) that are the foundations of the scientific papers,
summarizes contributions and conclusions (Chapters 3 and 4, respectively), and finally
suggests future work within the area (Chapter 5).

Part II contains the scientific papers that describe the main contribution of this work.
Paper A, published in Minerals Engineering (2011), demonstrates how automatic image
analysis can be used to determine oxidation degree and spatial material phase distri-
butions in individual pellet cross sections. Currently in submission, Paper B presents
continued work, reusing some of the methods developed in Paper A, but presents a novel
fully automatic image analysis algorithm to analyze and determine the degree of sinter-
ing based on analysis of particle joins. Finally Paper C, presented at the Scandinavian
Conference on Image Analysis (2011), describes a method for an iterative reconstruction
of missing data from normalized convolution.
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Chapter 2

Method

The inter-disciplinary nature of this project is reflected in the outline of the method chap-
ter that covers three different topics. Section 2.1 describes the process of sample prepa-
ration and discusses some problems that have been encountered during the work.The last
two sections attempt to introduce the reader to the two anchoring topics of this work;
data collection through optical microscopy and the subsequent image processing.

2.1 Pellet microscopy samples

Sample pellets are cast into epoxy, cut in half and polished to give a good, reflecting
cross section to study with the microscope, as shown in Figure 2.1.

Reflected light optical microscopy is the method of choice in the work. It has several
benefits compared to the other state-of-the-art method in mineralogy, scanning electron
microscopy, mainly in speed, ease of use and automation potential. Also, the two iron
phases hematite and magnetite are clearly distinguishable in reflected light. The main
disadvantage compared to SEM is the resolution limitation.

When using a 20X magnification objective, pores and grains are easily distinguished from
slag and epoxy in a microscopy image. Magnetite is reflected at a lighter gray shade and
the hematite tends to be more white in comparison. For the human eye it is also simple
to recognize cracks, different types of pores and some additives such as olivine.

2.1.1 Green pellets

During the course of the project there has been attempts to perform work on green
pellets. These are not indurated and thus softer, which makes it practically impossible
to polish the entire pellet surface to a sufficiently smooth surface without particle rip-
outs. Researchers performing qualitative microscopy studies are generally aware of the
phenomenon of rip-outs, but the extent of how even seemingly good samples are affected

9
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Figure 2.1: Four polished pellet cross sections ready for microscope viewing.

has not been unveiled until attempting extensive quantitative analysis of features such
as green pellet porosity during the course of this work. Niiniskorpi [16, Ch 20] briefly
mentions the problem in his qualitative study of several hundreds of samples:

”But one should be very careful when studying poorly sintered pellets,
for example green balls or pellets from the TPH-zone, because some particles
may be pulled out from the surface during polishing giving too high porosity
values.”

The difficulty is that the rip-outs are sometimes hard to detect even to a trained eye
since the human brain tends to ”fill in the blanks”. An unbiased measure is achieved
by segmenting the image to measure the porosity fraction, which should lie around 30
%. Empirical studies in this project have shown that microstructures deemed to have an
acceptable polishing quality by visual microscopy inspection have quantitative porosity
fractions as high as around 50 %. It is possible that swelling during epoxy impregnation
of microscopy samples adds a few percentage units to the 30 %, but increasing it up to
50 % is highly unlikely. There is simply a significant amount of rip-outs that are easy to
miss, even during microscopy inspection.

To illustrate this, study Figure 2.2 that shows the same green pellet during different stages
of experimenting with different polishing techniques. From the side-by-side microscopy
images, the quality difference is obvious, but note that the visual appearance of the
samples when inspected before being placed in the microscope is the same (and without
noticeable defects). Thus, when only given samples of the quality in Figure 2.2a, the
evaluation of polishing quality is a hard task and can only be properly performed during
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(a) Microstructure showing typical traits of in-
ferior polishing quality, with a large degree of
particles ripped out from the surface.

(b) Microstructure after relatively good polish-
ing. Dark areas along particle borders are most
likely smaller rip-outs.

Figure 2.2: Microscopy images of the same green pellet subjected to different polishing.
Some small rip-outs always seem to be present but there is a significant improvement of
structure preservation in (b).

sample preparation if the operator has the experience of looking at green pellets and
knows that a result like the one in Figure 2.2b is the standard to aim for.

The problem is that with the rip-outs, any quantitative analysis is unreliable. Examples
of properties that could be of interest are particle size distributions, packing efficiency
etc., and it is easily understood that these are not possible to measure when samples
suffer from such high amounts of rip-outs.

When really studying microstructure images and learning what to look for, the particle-
shaped rip-outs become apparent to the viewer (see for example the upper left corner of
Figure 2.2a). A natural thought is these then should be possible to compensate for, if a
human observer can detect them it might be possible through some image processing?
When working with data collected under industrial conditions, different types of occlu-
sions like the ones in paper C are a common factor that is routinely dealt with. One
example of reconstructing the missing data is given in Figure 2.3.

No doubt that the appearance of the green pellet microscopy images could be improved
by using some inpainting technique. This would not however increase reliability in further
analysis. The first problem lies in identifying the rip-outs and distinguishing these from
real porosity. Even if some particle-shaped parts of the porous network definitely are
candidates for positions of interest, there is no way of knowing if all rip-outs look like
this. Studying Figure 2.2 gives a good understanding of the complexity of identifying
the rip-outs in Figure 2.2a that gives the structure such a different appearance from that
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(a) 3D rock data with large sections missing due
to sensor occlusion.

(b) The same 3D rock data after PINC data
reconstruction.

Figure 2.3: Reconstruction of occluded regions in 3D rock data using the PINC algorithm
presented in paper C.

in Figure 2.2b. Also, if one wants to measure particle size distributions, what was in
the void before being ripped out? One, two or more individual particles? Is there some
bias that makes a certain size class of particles more susceptible to rip-out? These and
other questions are hard to answer and no immediate solution on how this can be studied
comes to mind since there is no ground truth to compare with.

The problem is the same if one were to use a method like the PINC algorithm from paper
C to reconstruct the missing data. The purpose of that algorithm is to bridge occlusions
under the assumption that surfaces continue with the same curvature as the surrounding
structures. This is suitable for the typical 3D data it has been demonstrated for in paper
C, but the polished pellets samples do not have this property. Also, if a particle has been
completely ripped out it does not leave any surrounding structure to be reconstructed
from.

2.2 Microscopy theory

Modern microscopes are highly complex and equipped with advanced technologies and
components. The main functionality is however achieved from the same design as intro-
duced in the 1600’s, with a set of lenses, mirrors and apertures. For a full review at a
introductory level, the reader is referred to Ref. [4], but below follows explanations of
some concepts in microscopy relevant for this work.
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Figure 2.4: An objective and the angle θ that, together with the surrounding refractive
index, defines its numerical aperture.

In principle; parallelized light falls on the sample, is reflected and projected via magnify-
ing lenses on either they eye or on a camera chip, which allows the user to see an enlarged
image of the studied sample. One of the most important lens setups is the objective, a
cylinder containing either one or several lenses. The objective has two properties that
highly affect the image, magnification and numerical aperture. The latter is a dimension-
less number that is derived from the maximum angle of operation for the objective which
has importance in computing the resolution limit, as described below. The mathematical
definition of numerical aperture, abbreviated NA, is

NA = n · sin θ, (2.1)

where n is the refractive index between objective and sample (in this work; air and thus
1) and θ the half-angle of the maximum cone of light that can exit or enter the objective,
see Figure 2.4.

2.2.1 Resolution limit

The limiting factor for resolving power of a microscope has, maybe surprisingly, nothing
to do with the pixel resolution of the image. Resolving power of an objective is the ability
of that objective to separate two close points or lines in a specimen. The limit for this
lies in the nature of light, where the small samples interact with the light beam, causing
diffraction to blur a point into an airy disc, as illustrated to the left in Figure 2.5. If two
point-like objects lie close, they are only resolved if they lie on a distance far enough for
the first minima of their respective airy disks to coincide, as shown in Figure 2.5.

The higher the numerical aperture of the objective, the wider the light cone that can be
captured and the more of each airy disc can be sampled, which increases the ability to
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Figure 2.5: A single airy disc, two that are too close to be resolved and two at the limit
of just being resolved, where the fist minima coincide.

separate two objects with a distance d. This condition can be theoretically expressed as

d = 0.61
λ

NA
, (2.2)

if λ, the wavelength of the incident illumination, is known.

The diffraction is in general higher at material transitions, which for the pellets in paper B
causes the so called ”false magnetite” effect, where hematite particles have a darker aura
perceived to be residue magnetite. This effect is noticeable in all microscopy systems,
but in e.g. florescence microscopy, where the sample itself can be considered to consist
of point sources of light, it can be compensated for. The point spread function (PSF) of
the optics can be mathematically derived and a de-blurring is possible in the frequency
domain, where the original sample signal can be retrieved by a deconvolution according
to basic signal processing theory with the PSF as the transfer function. However, for
reflective light microcopy there is no equivalent method since the effect depends on the
shape of the sample and not just the optics of the microscope.

2.2.2 Objective shading

The numerical aperture will never be infinite and more light from the center of observation
will be reflected back into the objective, rendering an image that is brighter in the middle
and darker closer to the edges. The phenomenon is called vignetting and can be divided
into natural, mechanical and optical vignetting [19]. Natural vignetting comes from a
basic property of light, the cos4 θ law of illumination, that describes light fall off from a
source. The angle θ is measured towards the principal axis of illumination. Mechanical
and optical vignetting are camera specific, affected by e.g. camera aperture blocking
reflected light from the outskirts of the illuminated area, focal length etc.

In most modern microscopes this is not an issue and is mitigated by restricting the field
of view, working with condensers and apertures etc. However, each objective is unique
and never perfect, and most often contain an intrinsic shading.
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A sufficient solution for both of the above is to use a reference image. An image of a
neutral area can be used to approximate the shading for the specific setting and then
be subtracted or divided from each retrieved image, making the illumination conditions
uniform.

2.3 Image analysis

The images in this work are analyzed mainly through mathematical morphology tech-
niques. These techniques are particularly useful for identifying and analyzing spatial
structures in image data. Morphological image processing operations typically apply a
structuring element, which is a spatial probe similar to a neighborhood operation, to the
image. A short introduction to the operations used in this work is provided below in
section 2.3.1 [7].

Another very relevant image processing technique for this thesis is image segmentation.
Some approaches suitable for the pellet data are reviewed in section 2.3.2.

Notational symbols used in this section are explained in Table 2.1.

Mathematical morphology symbols

Symbol Explanation

	 Erosion
⊕ Dilation
◦ Opening
• Closing
O Reconstruction

Table 2.1

2.3.1 Mathematical morphology

Mathematical morphology methods are best explained with binary images and set theory
notation but as we will see later on the same concepts are applicable to grayscale images.
The two most basic operations are called erosion and dilation.

For a binary region A, erosion and dilation with a structuring element B are easily defined
with the set formulation given in Equations 2.3 and 2.4. Erosion results in a shrunken
region in A, reduced to only the positions x in which the translated structuring element
B fits. Dilation instead expands the region to include also the translation of B to all
positions x within A.
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A	B = {x : Bx ⊂ A}, (2.3)

A⊕B =
⋃
{Bx : x ∈ A}, (2.4)

where the translation Bx is defined as

Bx = {x+ b : b ∈ B}. (2.5)

Combining dilation and erosion gives the two additional morphological operators of open-
ing and closing, as defined by Equations 2.6 and 2.7. An opening is the union of all
translations of B that fit inside A, resulting in a smoothed outer boundary of A, and
enlarged intrusions and internal holes.

A ◦B = (A	B)⊕B (2.6)

Closing will instead smooth the outer boundary, shrink or fill internal holes smaller than
B, and fill intrusions narrower than B.

A •B = (A⊕B)	B (2.7)

Conditional dilations are also relevant operations for this work. Then the area found by
A⊕B is restricted to only expand within another region, C, as mathematically described
by Equation 2.8.

A⊕C B = (A⊕B) ∩ C (2.8)

If the conditional dilation is performed in several subsequent steps using the same struc-
turing element, it is called a geodesic dilation. If the number of steps is infinite, i.e.
the dilations and intersections are performed until they produce no more change in the
result, the procedure is called a reconstruction of C from A (Equation 2.9). Note the
notation convention with the position of the conditioning mask C below the operation
(in this case a dilation) in both Equations 2.8 and 2.9.

COBA = (A⊕C B)∞ (2.9)

For grayscale images, the formulation of erosion and dilation will look a bit different and
involve some more complicated maths that makes subsequent operations such as opening
and closing definable.By now considering the image and structuring element as the two-
dimensional signals A(x) and B, respectively, it is possible to make the following two
pointwise definitions of erosion and dilation;
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(A	B)(x) = max{y : Bx + y ≤ A}, (2.10)

(A⊕B)(x) = min{y : −B̌x + y ≥ A}, (2.11)

where x is a 2D point in the domain of A, and B̌ is the reflection through the origin
of B (before translation). Equations 2.10 and 2.11 are the equivalent to Equations 2.3
and 2.4 , respectively, and definitions of operations such as opening and closing follow
accordingly. For a more complete definition of grayscale morphological operators, refer
to chapter 5 of Ref [7], or any other text on morphological image processing.

The strength of both binary and grayscale morphological image processing is what can be
achieved when combining the two (four) basic operations erosion and dilation (opening
and closing) into different filters and processing techniques. As an example of that, take
the alternating sequential filter in Equation 2.12. It is a close-open (co) ordered filter,
with the resulting image from previous filtering step as the conditioning image for the
reconstruction (see Equation 2.9) that occurs after each individual closing and opening.
The structuring element is an arbitrary shape, D, with a radius i that ranges from 1
to n, where n is the number of pixels limiting the smallest feature to be resolved in the
resulting image. Applied on the image I, this will filter away any dark or bright feature
where Dn does not fit, while reconstructing and thus not altering the structure of larger
features. Since all operations are definable for both grayscale and binary images, this
could be applied to either. In this work, the practical use of such a filter is demonstrated
in the algorithm presented in Paper B where it is used to remove small particles and
internal porosity in a microscopy image. The intermediate results of all of the steps of a
filter designed to remove features up 3 µm diameter is shown in Figure 2.6.

ASF n
co,Di

(I0 = I) = (...(((I0 •I0 D1) ◦Ic 1
D1)... •Io n−1

Dn) ◦
Ic n

Dn) (2.12)

Another commonly used combination of operations is the morphological gradient. It is
defined as the dilation subtracted by the erosion (Equation 2.13) and will be an edge
detector that depends on the size and shape of the chosen structuring element. An
application is demonstrated in Paper A where the gradient is used to discriminate the
pellet region from the surrounding epoxy.

gradB1,B2 = (A⊕B1)− (A	B2) (2.13)
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(a) Original image. (b) Binary image of particle phase.

(c) Result from first close-open opera-
tion.

(d) Result from second close-open op-
eration.

(e) Result from third close-open oper-
ation.

(f) Result from fourth close-open op-
eration..

Figure 2.6: Original (2.6a) and resulting binary image (2.6b) and after a four step al-
ternating sequential filter designed to remove features up to 3µm. Note that internal
porosity in Fig. 2.6a is considered to belong to particle phase in the binary image (2.6b)
created from Otsu thresholding of Fig. 2.6f.
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(a) Original image. (b) Inverted distance transform. (c) Resulting regions.

Figure 2.7: Three steps in the watershed segmentation of two adjacent, binary circles.

2.3.2 Image segmentation

Watershed segmentation

Watershed segmentation is a method for segmenting an image into multiple separated
regions [12]. The segmentation is achieved by considering the image as a topological
surface and the algorithm is derived from the analogy of a physical water flooding process.
Holes are drilled at chosen minima and the surface is flooded by letting water rise through
these holes. Where two floods meet a dam is built and the different regions are segmented
by the dam walls.

For segmenting a binary image with overlapping objects, there is a useful transform that
can be used to create a topological structure suitable for use with watershed segmentation.
It is the distance transform, where all the ”on” pixels in a binary image are assigned
a value corresponding to their Euclidian distance to the closest ”off” pixels [2]. For
the simple example of two slightly overlapping circles with equal radii, as illustrated
in Figure 2.7a, this creates a topological map of two cones. By inverting these values
(Figure 2.7b), a watershed segmentation can start flooding at the minima located at the
centers of the circles and the dam wall, or segmentation boundary, will be along the line
that is equidistant to these centers, resulting in the two regions of Figure 2.7c. In Paper
A, the same principle has been used to segment adjacent pellets.

Otsu’s method

In 1979 Nobuyuki Otsu published a method for finding the optimal threshold for segment-
ing two classes in an image [17]. The method acts on an image histogram by assuming two
pixel classes and maximizing a statistical property called their between-class variance.
The algorithm finds the threshold iteratively and separates the image into foreground
and background.
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This method works nicely when there are distinctive, separated peaks in the histogram.
The method is possible to extend to more classes than two [13], but could also be ap-
plied iteratively as in Paper A to first do a coarse segmentation into background and
foreground and then separate one of the two again. This has turned out to be a suf-
ficient way of thresholding the microscopy images of pellet samples, first into the two
classes epoxy/ porosity/ (most) additives and iron ore oxides, and then applied again
to threshold the grayscale interval containing the iron ore oxides into magnetite and
hematite.



Chapter 3

Contributions

3.1 Paper A

Paper A presents research to automate image capture and analysis of entire cross-sections
of indurated iron ore pellets to characterize proportions of magnetite, hematite, and other
components.

The presented results cover: semi-automated image acquisition of entire pellets, sepa-
ration of pellet and epoxy and calculation of total percentages of magnetite, hematite
and pores. Using the Leica Qwin microscope software and a segmentation method based
on Otsu thresholding these three objectives have been achieved with the phases labeled
as magnetite, hematite and pores and additives. Furthermore, spatial distributions of
magnetite, hematite and pores and additives are produced for each pellet, graphing pro-
portions in relation to the distance to the pellet surface. The results are not directly
comparable to a chemical analysis but comparisons with manual segmentation of images
validates the method. Different types of pellets have been tested and the system has
produced robust results for varying cases.

Personal contribution: General idea and proposed method together with Matthew
Thurley. Data collection, implementation and evaluation of results by the author.

3.2 Paper B

Paper B presents continued work, reusing some of the methods developed in Paper A,
but presents a novel fully automatic image analysis algorithm to analyze and determine
the degree of sintering based on analysis of the particle joins and structure. Quantitative
image analysis of the sintering degree is demonstrated for samples of iron ore pellets but
could be readily applied to other packed particle materials. Microscope images of pol-
ished cross-sections of iron ore pellets have been imaged in their entirety and automated
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analysis of hundreds of images has been performed. Joins between particles have been
identified based on morphological image processing and features have been calculated
based on the geometric properties and curvature of these joins. The features have been
analyzed and been determined to hold discriminative power by displaying properties con-
sistent with sintering theory and results from traditional physical dilation measurements
on the heated samples.

Personal contribution: General idea and proposed method together with Matthew
Thurley and H̊akan Jonsson. Data collection, implementation and evaluation of results
by the author.

3.3 Paper C

Paper C presents a priority-based method for pixel reconstruction and incremental hole
filling in incomplete images and 3D surface data is presented. The method is primarily
intended for reconstruction of occluded areas in 3D surfaces and makes use of a novel
prioritizing scheme, based on a pixelwise defined confidence measure, that determines
the order in which pixels are iteratively reconstructed. The actual reconstruction of indi-
vidual pixels is performed by interpolation using normalized convolution. The presented
approach has been applied to the problem of reconstructing 3D surface data of a rock pile
as well as randomly sampled image data. It is concluded that the method is not optimal
in the latter case, but the results show an improvement to ordinary normalized convo-
lution when applied to the rock data and are in this case comparable to those obtained
from normalized convolution using adaptive neighborhood sizes.

Personal contribution: General idea, proposed method, implementation, and evalua-
tion of results by the author together with Anders Landström.



Chapter 4

Conclusions and future work

4.1 Conclusions

This licentiate thesis presents two studies of the microstructure in indurated pellets.
Specifically; the material phase composition and the connections between particles, and
the spatial relationship of these within the pellet, have been studied through automated
image analysis procedures mainly based on mathematical morphology.

It has been shown that quantitative image analysis is a tool suitable for characterizing
properties in optical microscopy of iron ore pellets. This without the traditional stere-
ology framework used in material science, and instead utilizing the full information in
each microscopy image. Manual interpretation of the results is still necessary, however
the presented methods provide a comparable quantification of pellet properties that can
be stored together with other parameters giving a historical record that is digital and
not dependent on the eyes of a trained expert.

A note of caution for quantitative studies of iron ore pellet has been identified in this
thesis. Especially for green pellets, the microscopy sample preparation prohibit any sta-
tistical inference studies due to particle rip-out during polishing. Researchers performing
qualitative microscopy studies are generally aware of the phenomenon of rip-outs, but
the extent of how even seemingly good samples are affected has not been unveiled until
attempting extensive quantitative analysis of features such as green pellet porosity during
the course of this work.

4.2 Future work

Iron ore pellets are complex compound materials subjected to many different processes
and the work presented here only covers only a fraction of what can be studied in their
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microstructure (see Ref [16]). Restricting the topic to what has already been studied in
this work, there is a number of different paths for possible future work:

• Further exploration of sintering - application. Paper B is a study of
laboratory-created homogenous pellets and a natural next step would be to extend
to less homogenous samples with the final aim of analyzing production pellets.

• Further exploration of sintering - theory. Sintering and grain growth has
been thoroughly investigated from a thermodynamical perspective (one example
in Ref [22]). Achieving image analysis results consistent with these theoretical
relationships would be a strong witness of a general method applicable to any
material that experience sintering.

• Green pellets. Studying effects of grinding and different ores on ballability and
oxidation are definitely keys in understanding the end product. However, first the
sample preparation issues described in Section 2.1 must be solved in order to be
able to do quantitative studies.
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Automated Image Analysis of Iron-Ore Pellet Structure
using Optical Microscopy
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Abstract

Knowledge about pellet microstructure such as porosity and oxidation degree
is essential in improving the pellet macro behavior such as structural integrity
and reduction properties. Manual optical microscopy is commonly used to find
such information but is both highly time consuming and operator dependent.
This paper presents research to automate image capture and analysis of entire
cross-sections of baked iron ore pellets to characterize proportions of magnetite,
hematite, and other components.

The presented results cover: semi-automated image acquisition of entire
pellets, separation of pellet and epoxy and calculation of total percentages of
magnetite, hematite and pores. Using the Leica Qwin microscope software and
a segmentation method based on Otsu thresholding these three objectives have
been achieved with the phases labelled as magnetite, hematite and pores &
additives. Furthermore, spatial distributions of magnetite, hematite and pores
& additives are produced for each pellet, graphing proportions in relation to
the distance to the pellet surface. The results are not directly comparable to a
chemical analysis but comparisons with manual segmentation of images validates
the method. Different types of pellets have been tested and the system has
produced robust results for varying cases.

1. Introduction

In the mining of iron ore, refining and concentration is performed to produce
a high grade fine iron ore product. At LKAB this concentrate is pelletized to
produce their main product, balled iron ore pellets for either blast furnace or
direct reduction steel production. LKAB mines are among the very few iron ore
mines in the world that predominantly use magnetite instead of hematite ore
resulting in specialized production conditions (Niiniskorpi, 2004).

Knowledge of the pellet microstructure is essential in improving the quality of
the product. Data from microscopy is vital to understand what happens within
the pellets on a micro-scale, which in turn affects the macro-behavior. This
data can be used to understand current product conditions and as a reference
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∗∗Matthew Thurley
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(M.J. Thurley)
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for possible future deviations. It is also important to understand what happens
with the product when doing deliberate process changes as a part of product
development.

Manual optical microscopy can be used to find such information but the
results vary a lot with the expertise of the observer. Furthermore it is impractical
to manually get a quantitative repeatable measurement of an entire pellet even
using an objective magnification as low as 10 times (at least 100 images or more).
This has initiated many attempts to automate some or all of the measurement
and analysis steps.

In this paper the following literature review is restricted to research that
both describes automated image analysis of optical microscopy and detail the
methods that are used to achieve these results. Scanning Electron Microscopy
(SEMs) are inappropriate for classifying iron oxides and are therefore not in-
cluded in this review.

A number of studies have to varying degrees automated image capture in op-
tical microscopy of iron ore (Lessa et al., 2007; Alvarez et al., 2008; Gomes and Paciornik,
2008; Wagner et al., 2008; Nellros, 2010) but few have developed fully auto-
mated image analysis techniques. The majority of techniques are semi-automated
and apply an expert user to define how the image histogram should be clas-
sified into phases and then this classification is used on all subsequent images
(Lessa et al., 2007; Alvarez et al., 2008; Wagner et al., 2008; Gomes and Paciornik,
2008). The risk of such approaches is that manually specified settings are de-
pendent on opinion, and not necessarily robust to variation in image data over
time such as from degradation in microscope illumination.

Investigation of colored light and polarized light imaging of various iron
bearing minerals (Pirard and Lebichot, 2004; Pirard et al., 2007) has been per-
formed. A stack of colored and polarized light images from a single measurement
site are shown and classified (Pirard and Lebichot, 2004) into hematite, mag-
netite, pores and various other types of iron bearing minerals.The results require
five images with different colored light and four images with different polariza-
tion angles making it an impractical image capture task if one done not have
the specialized imaging system used by (Pirard and Lebichot, 2004).

In the presented work, semi-automated image capture of entire pellets is
performed at 20 times resolution by visible light reflectance microscopy, collect-
ing and integrating over 400 images per pellet. Additionally, fully automated
image segmentation of the magnetite, hematite, surrounding epoxy, and other
material (encompassing pores and additives), is performed.

2. Method

2.1. Image acquisition

Sample pellets are cast into epoxy, vacuum impregnated, cut in half and pol-
ished to give a good, reflecting cross section to study with the microscope. Leica
Qwin software modules have been adapted through QUIPS programming using
the provided Leica Qwin interface to obtain a routine that semi-automatically
acquires images of an entire pellet. The approach has been to base the routine
on the applet Mosaic included in the QGallery toolbox since it calculates the
desired continuous scanning pattern.

The user inputs coordinates for the left and upper edges of the measurement
area together with the size of the measurement area in millimeters and the
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height interval for automatic focus. The motorized stage then performs step-wise
displacements in a zig-zag pattern from the upper left corner to the lower right
as illustrated in figure 1. Images of 1088x816 pixels are retrieved at each stage
position and a defocused reference image is automatically subtracted to remove
uneven illumination effects (Ray, 1994, vignetting correction) before saving.
Initialization of the image retrieval is thus manual for each pellet, however the
sequential image retrieval is unsupervised.

Figure 1: Principle of the scanning superimposed on one cut and polished pellet
cast into epoxy.

2.2. Image processing

The following image processing strategies apply some mathematical mor-
phology techniques. These techniques are particularly useful for identifying
spatial structure in image data. Morphological image processing operations
typically apply a structuring element, which is a spatial probe similar to a neigh-
borhood operation, to the image. The reader is referred to the text Hands-On
Morphological Image Processing (Dougherty and Lotufo, 2003) for a very clear
explanation of this topic, or to any other good text on image processing if they
require more information on these morphological image processing operations.

The image processing is performed in MATLAB (MATLAB, 2010) using the
image processing toolbox and is divided into the following 3 parts;

1. identification of pellet area,
2. finding global information,
3. segmentation of individual images.

2.2.1. Identification of pellet area

The images from the pellet scan can be of four different types;

1. all pellet structure,
2. all epoxy,
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3. border image including pellet edge and surrounding epoxy and/or neigh-
boring pellet,

4. pellet structure from a neighboring pellet.

The pellet area is found by analyzing an overview mosaic image as shown
in figure 2a. This mosaic is created by simply connecting all the individual
microscope images together in the order they were captured after downsampling
them to one eighth of their original area.

The areas in the mosaic image containing pellet are identified using the
following image processing strategy, described below in text and in algorithm
2.1 (page 6) in pseudo-code;

1. perform an edge detection algorithm on the overview mosaic (figure 2a) to
create the image shown in figure 2b. This is a grayscale image where sharp
edges, i.e. rapid color transitions, has the highest values. The chosen edge
detection is a morphological gradient (Dougherty and Lotufo, 2003) using
a 3 pixel radius disk structuring element).

2. threshold the gradient image into a binary image using Otsu’s method
(Otsu, 1979) to single out the most distinct edges.

The detected and thresholded edges will occur at grain boundaries so the
result is a binary image where white regions indicate the areas containing
pellet. As can be seen in figure 2b these regions will contain many holes
that need to be filled to create a solid binary representation of the entire
pellet region.

3. smooth edges and fill small holes of the binary edge image using a mor-
phological closing with an 8 pixel radius disk structuring element

4. fill the remaining holes in the pellet areas using the MATLAB function
imfill (Dougherty and Lotufo, 2003, 3.5 Marker Selection in Reconstruc-
tion),

5. shrink the pellet area to compensate for step 3 so that it more accurately
corresponds to the actual border of the pellet. The method used is a
morphological erosion with a radius 4 disk-shaped structuring element,
which can be visually interpreted as peeling off a 4 pixel wide layer of the
binary pellet region.

The final result of this strategy is shown in figure 3a where white areas
correspond to pellet. We see that there are parts of neighboring pellets in the
mosaic image that need to be removed so we can identify only the sub-images
that correspond to the pellet we are analyzing. In a less complicated situation
this could have been done by simply removing white regions connected to the
boundary of the binary mosaic image but there are some special cases where
this is not possible. These two cases are highlighted by figure 3a where the
pellet of interest both is touching other pellets in the sample and has not been
entirely imaged, and is therefore touching the boundary of the mosaic image.

We assume that the center of the mosaic image always belongs to the pellet
of interest, and apply the following strategy to remove all the components of
other pellets present in the mosaic image.
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(a) Regions for different image types marked on
an overview mosaic.

(b) Morphological gradient of the grayscale im-
age in (a).

Figure 2: Overview mosaic and its corresponding morphological gradient.

1. identify connected regions in image 3a using a region labeling technique
(Dougherty and Lotufo, 2003, 3.3 Reconstruction), in this case the MAT-
LAB function bwlabel (three distinct connected regions are shown in figure
3a).

2. for each region i, check if the centre of the image is contained within it.
If not, then subtract that region from the image and save it as a marker
region Mi to use in the segmentation in step 6

3. shrink the remaining pellet areas (white areas) by performing a morpho-
logical erosion (using a 2 pixel radius disk structuring element), which
again can be visually interpreted as peeling off a 2 pixel wide layer along
the outer perimeter of the binary regions.

Each time we do this erosion will make the pellet areas smaller, and will
eventually separate connected pellets and could also entirely remove parts
of pellets connected to the boundary.

4. test if the centre of the image is connected to the boundary by comparing
the labelled number of the center pixel to the region numbers present at
the image boundary. If so repeat from step 1.

5. when the middle is no longer boundary connected, save the remaining
region as the last marker region.

6. perform binary image segmentation on figure 3a using the distance trans-
form and watershed segmentation based on the set of marker regions M .
This is a well known segmentation algorithm documented in many sources
(Beucher and Meyer, 1992; Dougherty and Lotufo, 2003) and in the doc-
umentation for the MATLAB function watershed. The marker regions
identified in the previous steps act as seeds that initialize each segmented
region which are then sequentially grown in the watershed process until
all parts of the input image belong to a segmented region.
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7. The resultant watershed segmentation separates connected pellets into
individual regions. Extracting the region containing the image centre pro-
vides the image shown in figure 3b.

(a) Original image. (b) Pellet area found by watershed segmenta-
tion.

Figure 3: Identified pellet region.

2.2.2. Individual segmentation

When determining what is pellet and what is not in individual processing
of sub images the corresponding binary area from the binary mosaic (figure 3b)
is upscaled and used to determine how much of the image that is valid. A sub
image and its corresponding valid region is shown in figure 4. To provide a
reasonable distinction between pellet perimeter images containing single grains
(or images of random stains in the epoxy) and images that contains enough
information to be processed, only images containing more than 5% pellet are
considered.

The distance to the pellet perimeter for a given image is an average of the
distance from each pixel inside the pellet (in that image) to the nearest point on
the pellet perimeter. To convert from number of pixels to micrometers, these
values need to be multiplied by 8 to compensate for the downsampling, and
then by the pixel calibration value, in this work 0.643 µm per pixel at 20X
magnification.

Images are individually processed and segmented using thresholds found
by Otsu’s method (Otsu, 1979). The two required thresholds are found by
applying the method twice. The first step is performed to separate the image
into foreground and background. This foreground is then thresholded again to
separate magnetite and hematite. A step-by-step example of this is shown in
figure 5.

Global thresholding If the image contains a high proportion of mag-
netite the presented segmentation technique may fail. If the detected gray-
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Algorithm: Finding pellet area [2.1]

Creation of mosaic:

N - image number,
I - horizontal scanning steps,
J - vertical scanning steps,
ms - low resolution mosaic of scanning area.

1. row = ⌈n
J
⌉

2. col = N − J · (row− 1)

For even rows scanning direction is opposite:
3. if n mod 2 == 0

col = row · J − (N − 1)
end

4. ms = empty_matrix(I, J)
5. ms(row, col) = downsample(imN, 8)

Thresholding and identification of binary pellet:

Dx - structuring element, disk of radius x,
to - threshold found by Otsu’s method.

6. msGrad = ms ⊕ D2 − ms⊖ D2

7. msGrad2
thresholding7−→

to
2msBin_first

8. msBin_smooth = msBin_first • D8
9. msBin_fill = fillHoles(msBin_smooth)
10. msBin = msBin_fill⊖ D4
11. pelletBin = clearBorder(msBin)22222222(default solution)

Edge clearing if default solution fails, i.e. if pellet connected to
mosaic border or neighboring pellet:

pregion - region containing middle pixel of whole mosaic,
∂ - rectangular perimeter of whole mosaic,
seeds - marker regions for later watershed transform.

12. while (pregion ∩ ∂) /∈ ∅
msBin = msBin⊖ D2
msBinregions = label(msBin)
seeds = seeds ∪ {msBinregions : msBinregions ∩ pregion ∈ ∅}

end
13. msBinC2

distancetransform7−→ 2distances

14. regions = watershed(distances, seeds)
15. pelletBin = {region : p ∈ region}
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Figure 4: Pellet region marked in turquoise on a pellet perimeter image.

level-threshold between magnetite and hematite for a given image is below the
gray-level-value of the magnetite peak in the combined gray-level-histogram of
all images of the pellet, we consider that this segmentation failure will have
occurred. In this case we use an alternate gray-level-threshold derived by per-
forming Otsu’s method on the combined gray-level-histogram of all images, il-
lustrated in figure 8, which shows the combined histogram for all images of one
pellet where identified global peaks and thresholds have been marked.

Edges with gray-level equivalent to magnetite Some phenomena (see
section 4.2 for discussion) causes the edges of the hematite grains to have the
same grayscale value as the magnetite and will therefore be erroneously classified
as magnetite. In order to compensate for this effect magnetite located between
the outer border of hematite grains and outer border of pores/additives can be
added to the hematite and subtracted from the magnetite. The thickness of this
edge of pseudo-magnetite is empirically decided to 4 pixels (2.572 µm).
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(a) Original image. (b) Foreground found by first thresholding.

(c) Hematite after second thresholding. (d) Phases overlaid on original (magnetite - red,
hematite - green).

Figure 5: Step-by-step segmentation.

3. Results

3.1. Image acquisition

Scanning one pellet results in 300-450 images depending on its size. For each
tested pellet a maximum of 5 out of the 350-400 images have been blurry. Both
pellets situated in the middle of and closer to the edges of the epoxy sample are
possible to scan, even those who create a scanning area that lies outside of the
epoxy.

A scan takes somewhere between 2 and 4 hours depending on the amount of
epoxy. Images of pure epoxy take a lot longer to retrieve due to focusing issues.
The automatic focus can not find a hit on the monotonously gray plastic and
therefore has to test all possible values before moving to the next position.

The microscope is placed at a room in the LKAB laboratory illuminated
by normal lamps and influenced by some daylight. The procedure has therefore
been to retrieve a new reference image before scanning a new pellet. Preliminary
test show that this might not always be necessary, but due to time constraints
this has not been thoroughly investigated after a sufficient solution had been
found.
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3.2. Image processing

The total percentages of magnetite, hematite and pores & additives in each
image are calculated and plotted against the distance between the image and
the pellet edge. This is done in the same plot for all individual images producing
a phase distribution plot like the one in figure 9.

The results from each scan are presented with an overview of the segmenta-
tion, the histogram with the global thresholds and the phase distribution plot
in figures 7, 8 and 9. Also the total phase percentages (area percentages) for
the entire pellet are displayed as in table 1.

Figure 6: Pellet with scanning area partly outside of epoxy.

(a) Original pellet. (b) Results overlaid on original (magnetite -
red, hematite - green).

Figure 7: Overview mosaic and a mosaic created from the individual segmenta-
tion results in the pellet of interest (only 1/4 of the pellet shown).
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Total phases
Pores: 48.86%
Magnetite: 5.23%
Hematite: 45.91%

Table 1: Total phases percentages for the pellet in figure 7.

4. Discussion

4.1. Image acquisition

The blurry images are too few to cause a major problem. They will of course
influence the end result due to incorrect segmentation but at a maximum number
of 5 out of 400 for one of the studied pellets will give a small bias that can be
discarded for the results presented here. An observation is that the blurry images
predominantly appear to occur where there are cracks or polishing artifacts in
the epoxy so sample preparation is crucial.

4.2. Image processing

The automatic segmentation performs well in general. Small problems that
occurs for some pellets are most obvious on images with magnetite strokes in
the hematite grains as in figure 10. The red overlay shows where the magnetite
has been correctly identified but there are some missed strokes in the upper
right corner. Out of seven tested pellets the problem is only this obvious in a
few images from one of the pellets, in the other cases all individual magnetite
regions are found but not completely covered.

Figure 10: Area where not all magnetite has been found (red overlay is the
found magnetite)

Two problems that cannot be solved with manual segmentation techniques
are taken care of with the suggested automatic system. The first is the edges of
pseudo-magnetite the hematite grains and the second is determining the phase
percentages of only the pellet part when analyzing images from the outer perime-
ter of the pellet, like the one in figure 4.

For individual images, comparing phase percentages with manual segmen-
tations gives similar results, at least when not compensating for the pseudo-
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magnetite (which cannot be done manually). The only phase that we have had
knowledge of a ground truth from chemical analysis has been the magnetite,
and that number has been used to fine-tune the compensation for the pseudo-
magnetite.

In order to use this prototype system as a reliable analysis tool the suggestion
is to create a large database to get a reference knowledge of what are normal
production results. There is also a lot of potential to test and develop this
system further as can be seen in the following sections of this chapter.

Edges with gray-level equivalent to magnetite As introduced in section
2.2.2 edges of pseudo-magnetite occurred around the hematite grains and is
falsely identified as magnetite. The cause of this phenomenon is not determined.
One thought is that this might originate from the polishing due to the difference
in hardness between the hematite grains and the surrounding plastic. Another
possible explanation is the effect known as optical smearing mentioned as a
possible mentioned in e.g. (Wagner et al., 2008) et al., combined with some
blurring.

When doing chemical analysis the normal value of remaining magnetite in a
fully oxidized Malmberget pellet lies at 0.8% (weight fraction). Empirical results
show that the performed compensation for the pseudo-magnetite is necessary
to get realistic results.

If the edges should be added to pores & additives or hematite needs to be
investigated further. Currently they are added to the latter phase but this is
not yet a validated conclusion.

4.3. Additional development

A suggestion of the next step is to look deeper into separation of the pores
& additives phase. This might be possible either through analysis of the same
type of images that has been used in this work or by putting the samples in
fluorescent epoxy which will give a good contrast between additives and plastic.
A more thorough investigation out of scope for this work is however needed.

5. Conclusion

This paper concludes that a system for automatic microscopy is possible
using the suggested methods for image acquisition and analysis.

The image acquisition step uses a modified version of a mosaic routine in-
cluded in the Leica Qwin Pro software. For the acquisition step a number of
problems have been solved. The main problems have been getting all images in
focus and compensating for vignetting (uneven illumination).

The image analysis is based on Otsu’s thresholding technique from 1979
Otsu (1979). Studies of seven different pellets show that the method successfully
segments the images into magnetite, hematite and pores & additives.

A number of problems were necessary to address in the image analysis step.
One example is the pellet region that needs to be found, if the scanned pellet
is touching neighboring pellets in the sample only the pellet of interest should
be analyzed. Another problem has been that edges of the hematite grains look
like magnetite in the images. Both of these problems have been mitigated using
morphological image processing techniques.

Using a technique based on this work, engineers could successfully analyze
more pellets a day than they do now for the proportion of hematite/magnetite.
The biggest advantage is that this could be done in a largely automated man-
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ner whereas today all steps are performed manually. If the image acquisition
speed could be further improved, as many as 10-20 pellets could probably be
completely analyzed during one day compared to the randomly chosen spots
examined today.
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Abstract

In general terms, sintering describes the bonding of particles into a more
coherent structure, where joins form between packed particles, usually as a
result of heating. Characterization of sintering is an important topic in the
fields of metallurgy, steel, iron ore pellets, ceramics, and snow for under-
standing material properties and material strength. Characterization using
image analysis has been applied in a number of these fields but is either
semi-automatic, requiring human interaction in the analysis, or based on
statistical sampling and stereology to characterize the sample. This paper
presents a novel fully automatic image analysis algorithm to analyze and
determine the degree of sintering based on analysis of the particle joins and
structure. Quantitative image analysis of the sintering degree is demon-
strated for samples of iron ore pellets but could be readily applied to other
packed particle materials. Microscope images of polished cross-sections of
iron ore pellets have been imaged in their entirety and automated analysis of
hundreds of images has been performed. Joins between particles have been
identified based on morphological image processing and features have been
calculated based on the geometric properties and curvature of these joins.
The features have been analyzed and been determined to hold discriminative
power by displaying properties consistent with sintering theory and results
from traditional physical dilation measurements on the heated samples.

Keywords: morphological image processing, curvature, sintering,
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microscopy, iron ore pellets

1. Introduction

Characterization of sintering is an important topic in numerous fields,
including; metallurgy, ceramics, steel, iron ore, and snow. Sintering affects
material properties, particularly strength, and describes the bonding of par-
ticles into a coherent structure typically via thermal treatment.

In the mining of iron ore, refining and concentration is performed to pro-
duce high-grade iron ore products that provide beneficial production condi-
tions in steel making. One such product is iron ore pellets, where the refined
and ground ore is balled into spheroids of about about 1 cm3 and then heat
treated. The reason for this process is that the very strong pellets are more
efficient to use than the finely ground powder they are made of, since they
can hold together up to very high temperatures in the blast furnace, thus
enabling a continuously high air flow through the entire reduction to pure
iron [1].

The final strength of the pellet depends highly on the sintering of the
hematite particles that take place during the heat treatment. In the case
where the ore consist of magnetite, the nature of the sintering is dependent
on the initial process of oxidizing the magnetite to hematite. Getting these
processes to run in a balanced way is the key to creating a high quality end
product, and this is by no means a simple problem to solve [2]. To evaluate
macro behavior during transportation and blast furnace reduction properties,
pelletizing companies usually have large lab facilities that can work in micro
and pilot scale. In these labs, standardized tests are performed to measure
such things as cold compression strength and reducibility [1].

In the pelletizing labs, sintering degree is never measured but related
properties, such as porosity and shrinkage/dilation during heat treatment
and cooling [1, 3, 4], can be measured. However, to really understand what
happens and why, one must study the micro structure. Up to now this has
very much been a handcraft work, an art-form of the trained expert eye such
as the PhD thesis by Niiniskorpi [2]. Microscope operators and researchers
that have been working at the same pellet plant for decades can look in the
oculars and evaluate the quality of the product that they see, having years
of experience to judge from. However, these experts grow more and more
rare in the modern society where people change job at regular intervals, and
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the need for quantitative, comparable measurements have risen. Also, to
evaluate large amounts of pellets in a microscope is tiring to the human eye,
and while experts have grown few, the demand for reliable statistics and large
amounts of data has increased rapidly.

In ceramics the topic of image analysis as a way of measuring sintering
has been thoroughly explored. Chermant et al. [5] have been working with
characterization of sintering through morphological analysis since the begin-
ning of the 1980’s [5, 6, 7]. Starting with metallurgical powders of convex
particles in 1981, Chermant et al. have developed image analysis methods
based on the stereology principles as developed by strong names such as De-
Hoff et al. [8], Serra and Serra [9]. The motivation of stereology is to assume
randomness and by letting a grid, plane or line interact with a sample in 1D
or 2D being able to unfold its corresponding 3D/volume properties through
mathematical relationships. One typical example of a stereometric approach
is the classical method within materials science called point counting.

The sintering of a metal powder is studied in a time lapse sequence in
Ref. [5]. A horizontal line scanning analysis has been performed on thresh-
olded images to compute the connectivity, concavity and convexity numbers.
Theses three are measurements derived from the count of tangents in convex
and concave parts of extreme points on the powder particle perimeters. Also
in [5], necks that form between the particles have been defined and identi-
fied by an algorithm that uses the distance transform. This last approach
is only possible since particles are convex. The results are compared only
to the conventional method of studying porosity and the conclusion is that
sintering is possible to characterize in the stereometric measurements. Early
publications following [5] focus on validating that the stereometric analysis
is indeed possible through automatic image analysis. Further methodology
development investigate the full potential of the stereometric unfolding into
3D features such as integral mean curvature [6], i.e. the property correspond-
ing to total curvature of pore-solid interface per unit volume, computed from
a rescaled connectivity number. More recent publications go into more ad-
vanced theory, such as relating the results to grain growth theory, performing
simulations and investigation of sample homogeneity [7]. Focus lies on the
sintering analysis and not full automation, even in Ref. [7], ”images still
need additional treatment” - which can be suspected to demand manual in-
tervention - in the preceding steps.

In steel and iron ore sinter cakes, image analysis has been used to study
porosity fraction and shape factors as an indicator of sintering degree [10,
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11]. Descriptions of methodology are quite minimalistic and seem to contain
some manual steps; e.g. ”The void fraction and perimeter of voids was
measured using commercial software for each binarised image.” [10]. Kasai
et al. [10] finds that void fraction and specific surface area are correlated with
strength of the sinter cake, and Molinari et al. [11] uses the results from the
image analysis to determine correct sintering time for steels with different
boron contents. Later publications exist but seem mostly to vary the steel
properties and not the image analysis [12].

The possible use of measuring curvature for quantifying sintering is also
suggested for 3D data on snow. By consecutive slicing and imaging, Brzoska
et al. [13] created 3D data of a wet snow sample in 1999. After segmenting
the data into snow and pores, a method to measure local curvature from
snow surface normal vectors and porosity medial axis was developed [13].
This technique has been further developed by Flin et al. [14] and explored
using µXRT data to study curvature evolution over time [14] and to model
grain growth and the sintering process [15].

Only one previous publication on studies of sintering in iron ore pellets
through image analysis have come to the author’s knowledge. de Oliveira
Simões et al. [16] claim to automatically identify and measure the necks and
their number of connections and compare this to the pellets compressive
strength. However, no method description on how this is performed in the
Zeiss AxioVision software is given, and a visual inspection of the example
segmentation shows clear ambiguities. Only three images at selected posi-
tions in each sample are analyzed. Results thus contain several unanswered
questions and lack statistical validation but show an optimistic trend that
there seems to be significant information in the analyzed measurements.

This paper suggest a method for measuring sintering by an automated
method that can distinguish iron ore pellets subjected to different heat treat-
ments through image analysis of cross-sections imaged in an optical micro-
scope. One typical application of such a system would be lab scale evaluation
of the sintering ability of new ores. The presented method studies necks and
curvatures, however, not from the same stereological approach of Chermant
et al. but by directly identifying particle joins and analyzing their geomet-
ric properties. Data collection is semi-automated through Zeiss AxioVisions
MosaiX module [17] and the robust analysis is fully automated in Mat-
lab R© [18].

The results of this paper may interest several categories of readers such as
both an image analysis audience and material scientists. Therefore the intro-
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(a) Neck formation without particle
merging. x is the neck radius.
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(b) Neck formation during particle merg-
ing. Shrinkage with a factor ∆L.

Figure 1: Figure commonly used to describe the principle of sintering in two
adjacent circular particles [19, 20].

duction is followed by a theory section that provides a short introduction to
and review of both computational and material principles that have been ap-
plied. The method section has been supplemented with Appendix A, which
contains a descriptive pseudo-code summary of the presented algorithm.

2. Theory

2.1. Sintering

Sintering is the bonding of particles into a more coherent structure via
mass transport (usually occurring under thermal treatment), where bridges
start to form between particles at close range [19, 20]. Figure 1a depicts a
simplified two particle model illustrating the initial stage for two adjacent
spheres. Continuing the process, necks start to merge and grains fuse, see
Figure 1b, which lead to a denser material interlaced with fewer but larger
pores. Angularities become more round as particles diffuse and swell. Finally,
also closed porosity - pores within particles that are not connected to the
inter-particle porosity network - disappears.

The optimum level of sintering for pellets is when necks have formed and
increased the structural integrity, but when porosity still is evenly high all
over and allows a good gas flow throughout all of the pellet. Wynnyckyj
and Fahidy [3] concludes that there is a drastic increase of crushing strength
when shrinkage starts to be observed in the indurated pellet, different from
the steady and continuos growth of strength that can be measured initially.
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This most likely coincides with when neck growth turns into particle merging,
as illustrated in Figure 1b.

2.2. Image analysis

The images are analyzed mainly through mathematical morphology tech-
niques. These techniques are particularly useful for identifying and analyzing
spatial structures in image data. Morphological image processing operations
typically apply a structuring element, which is a spatial probe similar to a
neighborhood operation, to the image. A short presentation of the operations
used in this work is provided below, but or a more elaborate introduction to
this topic, the reader is referred to the text Hands-On Morphological Image
Processing by Dougherty and Lotufo [21].

For a binary region A, erosion and dilation with a structuring element
B are easily defined with the set formulation given in Equations 1 and 2.
Erosion results in a shrunken region in A, reduced to only the positions x
in which the translated structuring element B fits. Dilation instead expands
the region to include also the translation of B to all positions x within A.

imerode(A,B) = A	B = {x : Bx ⊂ A}, (1)

imdilate(A,B) = A⊕B =
⋃
{Bx : x ∈ A}, (2)

where the subscripted Bx denotes the translation of the origin of B to
the point x.

Combining dilation and erosion gives the two additional morphological
operators of opening and closing, as defined by Equations 3 and 4. An
opening is the union of all translations of B that fit inside A, resulting in a
smoothed outer boundary of A, and enlarged intrusions and internal holes.
Closing will instead smooth the outer boundary, shrink or fill internal holes
smaller than B, and fill intrusions narrower than B.

imopen(A,B) = A ◦B = (A	B)⊕B (3)

imclose(A,B) = A •B = (A⊕B)	B (4)

Conditional dilations are also relevant operations for this work. Then the
area found by A⊕ B is restricted to only expand within another region, C,
as mathematically described by Equation 5.
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imcondil(A,B,C) = A⊕C B = (A⊕B) ∩ C (5)

If the conditional dilation is performed in several subsequent steps using
the same structuring element, it is called a geodesic dilation. If the number of
steps is infinite, i.e. the dilations and intersections are performed until they
produce no more change in the result, the procedure is called a reconstruction
of C from A (Equation 6). Note the notation convention with the position
of the conditioning mask C below the operation (in this case a dilation) in
both Equations 5 and 6.

imreconstruct(C,A) = COBA = (A⊕C B)∞ (6)

For grayscale images, the formulation of erosion and dilation will look a bit
different and involve some more complicated maths that makes subsequent
operations such as opening and closing definable. By now considering the
image and structuring element as the two-dimensional signals A(x) and B(x),
respectively, where x is a 2D point in the domain of A, it is possible to make
the following two pointwise definitions of erosion and dilation;

imerode(A,B) = (A	B)(x) = max{y : Bx + y ≤ A}, (7)

imdilate(A,B) = (A⊕B)(x) = min{y : −B̌x + y ≥ A}, (8)

where B̌ means that B is reflected through the origin before translation.
Equations 7 and 8 are the equivalent to Equations 1 and 2 , respectively, and
definitions of operations such as opening and closing follow accordingly. By
regarding the grayscale image as a surface, geometrical interpretations are
still intuitive to make. For Equations 7 and 8, these geometrically correspond
to all the translation points where the structuring element fits from above
and below the surface, respectively.

For a more complete definition of grayscale morphological operators refer
to chapter 5 of Ref. [21], or any other text on morphological image processing.

2.3. Curvature

Computing curvatures along a discrete outline in an image, essentially an
arbitrary 8-connected path of pixels, is much different from finding curvatures
along a derivable function as it entails also approximating derivatives [22, ch.
10]. The computation will unavoidably involve discrete points, and a precise
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Figure 2: Principle for computing the curvature as
1

R
, where R is the radius

of a circle defined by the secants through three chosen points.

way to choose these is therefore needed. In this work, the method for comput-
ing the curvature in a point of interest makes use of three points. Apart from
the point itself, the end points of the two longest digitally straight segments
(DSS:s) that extends backwards and forwards from the point of interest and
along the outline, respectively, are used to compute the curvature. Such seg-
ments can be computed in linear time as shown by Debled-Rennesson and
Reveillès [23].

The curvature is now the reciprocal of the radius R of the circle defined
by the points. This means that the curvature will be high when the outline
around the point of interest has a sharp and angular shape while smooth and
round outlines give raise to low curvatures, with the extreme case being a
straight outline with zero curvature. As illustrated in Figure 2, the center
of the circle is the intersection of the bisectors of the DSS:s, and R is the
Euclidian distance between the center and the point of interest. This way of
computing the curvature was suggested by Hermann and Klette [24] and is
chosen due to its robust performance.

A equivalently curving concavity and convexity will have the same abso-
lute curvature value, so a direction needs to be determined. By keeping track
of in which direction the backward and forward digitally straight segments
are computed, and on which side of the path the circle center point lies on,
a direction can be introduced and concavities can be assigned a negative
value [24].
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3. Method

The method is divided into the three sections sample preparation, pel-
let imaging and image analysis. These are stand-alone processes performed
separately in the order they are presented and are therefore best explained
individually.

3.1. Sample preparation

A fine magnetite (Fe3O4) iron ore concentrate was agglomerated into
pellets via small scale laboratory balling, the method is described in detail
in Ref. [25]. As a binder, 0.5 % Bentonite clay was used . The pellets were
subsequently heat treated, i.e. oxidized to hematite (Fe2O3), and sintered.
The heat treatment was performed in a Setaram TMA96 and simultaneous
dilation measurements were conducted. Dilation was determined with the
use of Setarams Calisto software.

All pellets were heated in oxidizing atmosphere (16 % O2 in N2) with
5◦C/min to different temperatures and held for different times to obtain
a varied degree of sintering. The final temperatures were 1200◦C, 1250◦C
and 1350◦C. The sample heated to 1250◦C was held for 30 minutes and two
samples were heated to 1350◦C, one was held for 0 minutes and one for 30
minutes.

The sample pellets were cast into epoxy, vacuum impregnated, cut in
half and polished to give a good, reflecting cross section to study with the
microscope. Microscopy images of each final sample are shown in Figure 3.

3.2. Pellet imaging

Images are retrieved with a Zeiss Axio Imager .M2m upright microscope
system. The approach has been to use the routine MosaiX included in the
AxioVison software [17] since it automatically retrieves images in the desired
scanning pattern.

The user first creates a low magnification overview and on that marks the
rectangular region from which the images are retrieved in a meander pattern.
Images are retrieved after automatic focusing at each stage position and
a defocused reference image is automatically subtracted to remove uneven
illumination effects [26, vignetting correction] before saving. Initialization
of the region is thus manual for each pellet, however the sequential image
retrieval is unsupervised.
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(a) A pellet heated to 1200◦C and
held for 0 minutes.

(b) A pellet heated to 1250◦C and
held for 30 minutes.

(c) A pellet heated to 1350◦C and
held for 0 minutes.

(d) A pellet heated to 1350◦C and
held for 30 minutes.

Figure 3: Images of the microstructures that can be observed in the four
samples after heat treatment. Note the differences in porosity (darker phase)
size distributions, particle angularity and material density (brighter phase).
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One pellet of 10 mm diameter results in around 1000 12-bit grayscale
images of size 1388x1040 pixels. Resolution lies at 0.32 µm per pixel. Fur-
ther processing through image analysis is fully automated and all necessary
information is retrieved from the metadata .xml-file that is created by Axio-
Vision.

3.3. Image analysis

Due to memory limitations and the desire to process the data at full
resolution, images are processed individually. However, first the pellet region
must be identified so that analysis only is performed at relevant regions and
so that a local feature’s distance to the pellet perimeter can be determined.
The developed algorithm can be divided into 2 main parts:

1. identification of pellet region and global information

2. and processing of individual images;

providing the following outcomes:

1. overview images of the pellet and its material phase distribution,

2. spatial distributions of sintering features and material phase data,

3. and statistical information about sintering features,

where the sintering features are defined in step 8 on page 14.
Based on the theory shortly introduced in section 2.1 and previous work [5,

16], necks and curvature are chosen as the discriminative sintering properties.
The exact outcomes are presented in section 4. Descriptions of the method
behind the material phase analysis, i.e. measuring the pellet oxidation de-
gree, is published by Nellros and Thurley [27] and will not be presented here,
but its outcome is presented in section 4.4.

3.3.1. Global analysis

The pellet region (Figure 4b) and segmentation thresholds for identifying
magnetite and hematite are found by analyzing an overview mosaic such as
Figure 4a using the algorithm presented by Nellros and Thurley [27].
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(a) An overview of a pellet. (b) The corresponding binary mask
marking the pellet region for the pellet
in Figure 4a.

Figure 4: An example pellet overview.

3.3.2. Processing of individual images

To locate necks in each sub image, a number of sequential steps are per-
formed. The position within the pellet for each sub image is traced by com-
puting row and column number from the image number. The corresponding
area from the binary mask (Figure 4b) is used to determine how much and
what region of the image that belongs to the pellet of interest. Also, the
distance transform [21, Ch. 3.11] of that binary pellet is used to determine
the distance to the pellet perimeter for each pixel within the sub image. The
image is finally binarised and necks can be identified and quantified.

The entire process is outlined in pseudo-code in Algorithms 1 and 2 in
Appendix Appendix A and a more elaborate description is provided below,
where numbering of steps is consistent with numbering of steps in the algo-
rithms. An example image and some steps of the neck identification can be
seen in Figure 5a.

To reduce computational time, the neck analysis has only been performed
on a vertical and horizontal stripe of 1-image-width through the centre of each
pellet. The algorithm is not constrained by these limitations and presented
in its general form.
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1. Initialize. Compute image position from image number, assuming
meander pattern and first image number to be 0.

2. Load image. Load an image I and retrieve corresponding images of
pellet region mask and perimeter distances from global analysis.

3. Remove closed porosity and tiny particles. Smooth the image
with a connected alternating sequential filter, a sequence of closings,
openings and reconstructions as given by Equation 9 [21, Ch. 6.7,
Eq 6.23]. The ASF is a close-open ordered filter, with the resulting
image from previous filtering step as the conditioning image for the
reconstruction (see section 2.2) that occurs after each individual closing
and opening. The structuring element is a diamond, D, with a radius i
that ranges from 1 to n, where n is the number of pixels corresponding
to the limit that decides the smallest feature to be resolved in the
resulting image. In this work, the lower resolution limit for the ASF
is set to 3 µm. The effect on the example image can be studied in
Figure 5b.

ASF n
co,Di

(I0 = I) = (...(((I0 •I0 D1) ◦Ic 1
D1)... •Io n−1

Dn) ◦
Ic n

Dn) (9)

This step will close internal porosity and remove small stray particles
of size 3 µm or smaller without affecting larger structures. The reason
to perform the filtering is that the internal porosity otherwise could
give rise to false necks and that the particles of such small size sinter
too fast for the initial necking to have been captured in the sample
making.

4. Binarisation. Segment the filtered image into particle phase (for-
ground) and epoxy/ porosity phase (background) using Otsu’s method [28].

5. Disconnect particles to identify potential necks. Perform con-
secutive openings [21, Ch. 2.1] on the binarised image with disks C of
radii i. The range of i is set to the number of pixels corresponding to a
chosen upper and lower limit of neck radii, here chosen as 1 and 5 µm.

Oi = I ◦ Ci (10)

An opening leaves the structures in which the structuring element
fit [21, Ch. 2.1]. This means rounding off corners and cutting smaller
bridges, which in this case corresponds to the necks.
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6. Distinguish actual necks. For each opened image Oi, validate the
properties of each region that has been removed by the opening. By
defining a neck as a bridge that connects two (or more) regions that
have not been removed by the opening, the necks can be distinguished
from other regions removed by the opening, such as a bend or a sharp
corner at the particle perimeter too small for the structuring element
to have fit within.

7. Store neck raw data. If a region is validated to be a neck it is
denoted nj and stored with the rest of the necks discovered by previous
openings. A neck can be detected several times in the increasingly
larger openings, as long as some of the two regions it bridges remain.
In later quantification it is important to know which parts of the necks
that were detected at which structuring element radius. Therefore,
only the parts of nj that have not already been stored are added to
necks. The incremental adding of regions for a neck detected by several
openings is shown in Figure 6.

8. Quantify individual necks. By identifying each 8-connected com-
ponent [21, Ch. 3.1] in necks (the combined regions discovered by the
opening steps) as nj, several measurements can be performed on the
individual necks. Note that one component now can contain regions
from several of the openings according to step 7. The neck features
chosen to quantify sintering are:

• area, simply as the number of pixels that make up nj,

• neighboring particle count, i.e. how many particles that the
neck bridges,

• detection radius (suggested as the equivalent measurement of
the property x in Figure 1b), the radius of the smallest structuring
element that detected one of the regions that constitutes the neck
component nj,

• length - L (or distance that the neck bridges, suggested as equiv-
alent measure of property ∆L in Figure 1b when shrinkage is
occurring), defined as two times the average of the smallest dis-
tance from each connected particle (neighbor nb in the set of all
neighbors, NB(nj)) to the neck centroid, cj. The principle of
computation for a three connected neck is given in Figure 7 and
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a mathematical formulation is provided in Equation 11.

L(nj) =
2

|NB(nj)|
∑

nb∈NB(nj)

min d(nb, cj) (11)

This seemingly complicated measure is chosen since necks often
have more than two connections, and the length of a three way
intersection (or more) is not as intuitively defined as in the ideal
case of the two-connected neck in Figure 6.

• the distance to the pellet perimeter from the neck centroid
is stored to be able to relate the above features to spatial position
within the pellet.

9. Measure curvature. Finally, the curvature and the distance to the
pellet perimeter is calculated for neck perimeter pixels neighboring pore
phase, see Figure 6. Curvature is calculated with the method reviewed
in section 2.3.

The choice of studying curvature only on neck perimeters is due to
the hypothesis that the neck evolution is the measurement that quan-
tifies sintering, and that along the necks, curvature should vary the
most.

4. Results

In figures and tables, the samples are labelled with temperature holdingtime.

4.1. Physical dilation measurements

The physical dilation of each sample during heat treatment is shown in
Figure 8. The shrinkages, i.e the sintering, monotonically increases with
increasing heat treatment. The most significant difference in shrinkage can
be observed between samples 1200 0 and 1250 30.

4.2. Statistical information

For each of the five features; detection radius, length, area, neighboring
particle count and curvature, box plots have been drawn to compare the four
pellets. Four side-by-side box-plots for every feature visualizes variations
for the fours samples. Also tables are provided, showing numbers for the
statistical measures mean, median, standard deviation, variance and the 25
and 75 percent quartiles for each pellet.
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(a) Raw image straight from the micro-
scope depicting hematite particles and,
porosity and some residue rock (darker
gray).

(b) The image in fig 5a after the
connected alternating sequential filter.
Closed porosity and tiny particles below
3µm have been removed.

(c) The image in fig 5b after thresholding,
with identified necks overlaid in darker
gray.

Figure 5: Selected steps in the identification of necks.
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Figure 6: Image of a two-connected neck. The two brightest shades cor-
respond to regions identified at different opening radii in algorithm step 6
(page 14) and the dark grey is the two surrounding particles. The black
background is the pore phase.

Figure 7: Image of a three-connected neck. Pixels involved in length calcu-
lation in algorithm step 8 (page 14) are marked. The centroid of the neck is
marked with a ∗ , particle perimeter pixels with a ◦ and pixels determined
closest to the centroid (used for the length computation) with a �.
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Figure 8: Dialtion curves for the fours samples during heat treatment in the
Setaram TM96.

4.2.1. Detection radius, length and area

Figure 9 and table 2 show a distinct increase in detection radii with
increased heat treatment. The conclusions that can be drawn from this are
discussed in section 5.2.1.

Figure 10 and Table 3 show a more varied response in neck length statis-
tics for the different pellets. Hypotheses concerning this are presented in
section 5.2.1. Note that the x-axis on Figure 10 is logarithmic.

Since a neck’s area can be suspected to be highly correlated with its
length and detection radius, these plots have been excluded. The trend that
can be seen in the area is the same as for detection radius, increasing area
with increasing heat treatment.

4.2.2. Neighboring particle count

The number of neighboring particles, is a discrete measure, ranging from
1 to 11 in this set of samples. The distribution of number of neighboring
particles is shown for each sample in Table 6. From Table 4, the standard
deviation of this feature is low and the vast majority of the necks only have
two neighbors.
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The most significant difference between the samples that can be observed
in Table 6 are the higher valued outliers, meaning more complex connections,
that slightly increase and then decrease again for the two most heat treated
pellets.

4.2.3. Curvature

Studying Figure 11, curvatures seems to be almost normally distributed,
except small shifts in the mean ranging from −0.2 to 0.1. From Table 5,
it also seems that curvature slowly increases from negative to positive with
increased temperature treatment, while standard deviation decreases. See
section 5.2.3 for a discussion of the indications of these results.

4.3. Spatial information

For the pellet in Figure 4, the spatial distributions of neck areas is shown
in Figure 12. As can be seen, there is no visible variation within the pellet.
The other features’ spatial distributions look similar for all studied pellets and
will therefore not be shown. Some discussion on conclusions about method
robustness that can be drawn from the evenness of the spatial information
are provided in section 5.4.

4.4. Material phase information

The phase information has been calculated for the whole pellet and not
just the stripes, this to avoid bias from bubbles. In Figure 13 it can be seen
that porosity fraction decreases with increased heat treatment. None of the
pellets contain any residue magnetite and are thus fully oxidized.

4.5. Neck density

In addition to all the individual neck features, the average number of necks
per mm2 has also been plotted in Figure 14. The trend that can be seen is
an increase in number of necks from the least heated to the intermediate
sample, and then a substantial decrease for the two most heated with the
lowest values of all four.
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Neck areas (µm2)

MEAN STD Q25 MEDIAN Q75
1200 0 4.34 8.35 1.05 2.00 4.21
1250 30 7.97 15.81 1.37 2.84 7.26
1350 0 10.67 20.06 1.68 3.79 10.21
1350 30 12.97 21.83 2.10 5.26 13.31

Table 1: Statistical data for neck areas.

Neck detection radii (µm)

MEAN STD Q25 MEDIAN Q75
1200 0 1.31 0.66 0.97 0.97 1.30
1250 30 1.74 0.93 0.97 1.62 2.27
1350 0 2.08 1.05 1.30 1.95 2.59
1350 30 2.50 1.19 1.62 2.27 3.24

Table 2: Statistical data for neck detection radii.

Neck lengths (µm)

MEAN STD Q25 MEDIAN Q75
1200 0 2.05 1.49 1.03 1.62 2.55
1250 30 2.20 2.02 0.99 1.46 2.60
1350 0 2.32 2.31 0.99 1.41 2.62
1350 30 2.40 2.42 0.99 1.43 2.68

Table 3: Statistical data for neck lengths.

Number of neighboring particles

MEAN STD Q25 MEDIAN Q75
1200 0 2.07 0.33 2.00 2.00 2.00
1250 30 2.13 0.47 2.00 2.00 2.00
1350 0 2.17 0.53 2.00 2.00 2.00
1350 30 2.17 0.49 2.00 2.00 2.00

Table 4: Statistical data for neighboring particle count.
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Figure 9: Box-plot of the detection radii of all necks in all four pellets.
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Figure 10: Box-plot of the length of all necks in all four pellets.
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Figure 11: Box-plot of the curvature of all neck perimeters in all four pellets.
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Neck perimeter curvatures (µm−1)

MEAN STD Q25 MEDIAN Q75
1200 0 -0.16 0.71 -0.54 -0.15 0.21
1250 30 0.07 0.57 -0.23 0.02 0.34
1350 0 0.09 0.52 -0.18 0.05 0.33
1350 30 0.09 0.48 -0.15 0.04 0.28

Table 5: Statistical data for neck perimeter curvatures.

Distribution of neighboring particles
Number of necks with a given number of neighboring particles

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
1200 0 219 25254 1670 214 38 4 1 0 0 0 0
1250 30 184 26724 2638 493 131 34 12 1 1 2 1
1350 0 67 20493 2402 480 138 41 21 8 1 1 0
1350 30 49 14700 1777 365 80 32 5 0 0 0 0

Table 6: Raw data for neighboring particle count - number of necks with a
given number of neighbors in each sample.

10^−2

10^−1

1

10^1

10^2

10^3

10^4

10^5

10^−2

0.13 0.38 0.63 0.88 1.13 1.38 1.63 1.88 2.13 2.38 2.63 2.88 3.13 3.38 3.63 3.88 4.13 4.38 4.63 4.88
Distance to pellet perimieter (cm)

Spatial distribution of neck area for pellet 1200__0
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u
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2
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Figure 12: Spatial distributions of neck area for the two analyzed stripes for
the pellet in figure 4. To ease interpretation, data has been grouped into
boxes and the y-axis is in logarithmic scale.
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Figure 13: Fraction of the three phases hematite, magnetite and pores &
(most) residue rock in all four samples. Fractions of whole pellet area and
not just the horizontal and vertical stripe.
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Figure 14: Number of necks per mm2 (note the cropped y-axis).
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5. Discussion

5.1. Physical dilation measurements

The results of the dilation measurements show an increase in shrinkage
with increase in temperature and holding time, consistent with the desired
properties of increased sintering.

It is noticeable that there is a significant difference between the first two
samples, followed by a more similar interval between the dilation of the three
last samples. This confirms the visual impression that is given by Figure
3, that there is very little sintering in the least heat treated sample. This
is expected and the reason for the low temperature and short holding time,
chosen to create a sample that is only just oxidized.

5.2. Statistical information

Returning to Figure 1b and the theory behind it, there are three processes
that hypothetically can be assumed to affect the neck features. Initial neck
formation, neck merging and, finally, particle merging and shrinkage.

5.2.1. Area, length and detection radius

The above three processes contribute to a monotonic increase in neck
size with longer and higher temperature treatments, leading to more dense
microstructures. For the measured features area and detection radii, this
would directly correspond to an increase with increased temperature, which
can be confirmed in the result Tables 2 and 1 and in Figure 9.

The initial thought might be that the monotonic increase should also
hold for the length, and that the results in Figure 10 and Table 3 are a
testimony that something has failed in either assumption or computation,
since the mean of the neck length increases slightly while the median slightly
decreases with the increases in temperature and holding time. However, the
authors believe that the effect of shrinkage and particle merging can explain
the ambiguities in the length measurements.

As particles start to merge, the microstructure becomes more dense and
shrinkage can be observed even on macro scale. This means that the dis-
tance between particles decrease with increasing heating and holding time
after shrinkage has started to occur. Also, particle structures become larger
and rounder, causing the circular structuring elements to fit better and ”dig
deeper” into the necks during opening. These two processes counteracts the
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intuitive thought of necks bridging longer distances and is a reasonable ex-
planation for the inconclusiveness with similar values and no distinct trend
in the variations that can be seen in Figure 10 and Table 3.

It is clear that the chosen definition of length is a feature that does not
quantify sintering, and for future work alternate definitions or another type
of measure should be considered.

5.2.2. Neighboring particle count

Variation of number of neighboring particles is very low and most com-
monly equal to two, as presented in Tables 4 and 6. It is not unreasonable
that most necks indeed only bridge two different particles. When merging
starts to occur, this should be between adjacent necks that bridge the same
particle borders, meaning that necks still in most cases still connect only two
particles.

Studying the outliers in Table 6, there is a possible confirmation that neck
and particle merging has started to occur in the two most sintered pellets,
based on the trend with an increase in complexity of connections from the
least sintered to the next sample followed by a decrease in the two samples
with the most intense heat treatment, possibly related to the merging.

5.2.3. Curvature

Curvature mean and distribution shifts from negative to slightly positive
with increased heat treatment. Standard deviation decreases monotonically.
Remembering that negative curvature means concavities, positive convexi-
ties and that the higher the absolute value of curvature, the more angular
the particles, this matches the physical transformation that particles are as-
sumed to be subject to according to sintering theory. Swelling causes fewer
concavities, and the increased roundness lowers extreme values.

Starting from angular, irregular particles with few and sharp necks in
the least heat treated sample, observations should indeed be curvatures of
both positive and negative values and a relatively large spread, which we see
in Figure 11 and Table 5. As heating proceeds, particles merge, swell and
become more convex. Concavities only exist in the necks, and the more the
necks merge, the less negative curvatures become, since a straight line has
curvature zero. As sintering continues, the microstructure becomes more and
more homogenous and curvature deviation should decrease, which also can
be observed in Figure 11 and Table 5.
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5.3. Overview measures

5.3.1. Phase info

The phase fractions per sample presented in 13 can be considered to
correspond to a traditional measure that could indicate sintering degree.
A lower porosity means more sintering, and there is a significant decrease
with increased heat treatment in the studied samples. All samples are fully
oxidized, which is beneficial for the sintering behavior.

It is noticeable that the porosity is slightly high compared to expected
values around 30 %. There are three contributing factors that can explain
this. Firstly, inter-particle porosity is added by the image analysis routine
since phases are measured before applying the alternating sequential filter.
Secondly, any non iron oxides may have been classified as porosity depending
on their reflective properties in the microscope. Finally, the studied samples
were not ideally polished close to the pellet perimeters and the dark scratches
increase the porosity count.

5.3.2. Neck density

Initial neck formation should contribute to an increase in neck density
as long as no merging has started to occur. When shrinkage can be seen,
existing necks below the chosen limit of 10 µm gets fewer and fewer and the
higher and longer heat treatment the samples are subjected to, the lower the
density should get.

For the studied pellets, the trend in Figure 14 with an initial increase
follow by a very obvious decrease (almost halving the necks per mm2) sup-
ports the hypothesis that particle merging has started to occur in the two
most heated samples. Initial neck formation seems to occur for the two least
treated sample.

5.4. Algorithm robustness

Since the studied samples are prepared in a process designed to create
homogenous properties, the evenness of spatial feature distributions, as can
be observed for neck area in Figure 12, is not a disappointing lack of infor-
mation but a validation of the method. A future further validation could be
to study less homogenous samples and make sure that the algorithm detects
the variations in structure.

The results of the phase segmentation presented in Figure 13 validates
the increased sintering degree in the different sample through the classical
measurement of decreasing porosity.
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The only arbitrary input in the image analysis algorithm is the resolution
of the alternating sequential filter and the interval for possible detection
radii of the necks. These have been chosen based on the properties of the
raw material and the knowledge of experienced researchers.

Recent results [29] indicate that the theoretical limit of accuracy of de-
termining curvature in digitized images could be as high as 40 %, and this
should be kept in mind. Especially here where most neck widths are in the
range of a few pixels only.

5.5. Future work

To determine how the results of this work can be fully utilized, future work
should concern more measurements on samples with know macrostructure
properties and less homogenous structures. By doing this, results can be
validated and continued analysis that can correlate the presented microscopy
features with traditional pellet properties such as cold compression strength
can be developed.

Image processing in MATLAB is not the fastest solution, and as previ-
ously mentioned only a horizontal and vertical stripe has ben analyzed for
each pellet. The validation of robustness from the spatial information justi-
fies that these results are representative, but if less homogenous samples are
analyzed in the future this might not be the best way of choosing a subset of
images. The method supports any type of subset, such as a random, taking
image numbers as an optional argument to constrict the analysis to a subset.

5.6. Concluding remarks

The features neck area, detection radii and curvature as well as the neck
density definitely hold discriminative power. Differences between the four
samples are large and trends in the features are coherent with theory on
sintering, showing for increased heat treatment;

• increased neck detection radii and area,

• a more positive and less varied curvature, and,

• and initial increase followed by a decrease in neck density.

The results are not only consistent with assumptions based on theory but
also with the actual shrinkage of the samples during heating. The intermutual
relationship between the shrinkage percentages are reflected in the means of
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neck area, detection radii and curvature, with a larger difference between the
two least heat treated samples, and closer numbers when looking at the three
most heat treated. The individual trends for each of these features can also
be related to the monotonically increasing shrinkage.

In this work, two-dimensional cross-sections have been chosen for the
study. All measurements, but perhaps neighboring particle count especially,
are measurements of a much more complicated process in three dimensions.
This complexity should not be underestimated when evaluating the results
and has been in mind throughout in this work.

6. Conclusion

This paper has presented an automatic image analysis method to quan-
titatively determine sintering degree based on the structure and geometry of
particle joins.

The method is a based on general knowledge of sintering and is therefore
possible to apply on other packed particle materials after only small adapta-
tions. There are only two arbitrary inputs to the algorithm - the resolution
of the smallest included features and the interval for possible detection radii
of the necks. These are chosen based on the properties of the raw material
and can be easily obtained from knowledge of experienced researchers within
the field.

The algorithm has been tested on microscope images of polished cross-
sections of iron ore pellets. These have been analyzed using morphological
image processing to identify the particle joins. For each join, the approach
has been to measure some predefined features derived from sintering theory.
By comparing the features for four pellets subjected to different heat treat-
ments in a controlled environment, the four features area, detection radii,
curvature and density have been determined to hold discriminative power
by displaying properties consistent with sintering theory and results from
traditional dilation measurements.
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Appendix A. Algorithms
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Algorithm: Binarisation [1.1]

Constants:

N - image number,

J - number of image columns,
k

pc
- µm-limit k in number of pixels,

Di - diamond structuring element, radius i pixels,

Ci - circular structuring element, radius i pixels,

for each image I numbered N

1. row = bN
J
c+ 1

For alternate rows scanning direction is opposite:

switch row mod 2 == 0

case 0

col = J− rem(N, J)
otherwise

col = rem(N, J) + 1

end

2. pellet region = pelletMask(row, col)
distance values = distancePellet(row, col)

3. for Di, i = 1 : 3
pc
, I0 = I

Ic = imclose(Ii−1, Di)
Ic = inv(imreconstruct(inv(Ii−1), inv(Ic)))
Io = imopen(Ic, Di)
Ii = imreconstruct(Ic, Io)

end

4. Ii2
thresholding7−→

Otsu
2particle phase, porosity phase

particle phase is the binarised image of particles

...
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Algorithm: (cont.) - Neck detection and quantification [1.2]

...

5. for Ci, i = 1
pc

: 5
pc

Oi = imopen(particle phase, Ci)
potential necks = particle phase− Oi

6. for nj ∈ potential necks

if |NB(nj)| > 1

7. necks = necks ∪ (nj\necks)
end

end

end

Individual neck quantification:

8. for nj ∈ necks

area = numpixels(nj)
num conn = |NB(nj)|
detection radius = min

i
(Ci(nj))

perimeter distance = distance values(cj)

length =
2

|NB(nj)|
·

∑

nb∈NB(nj)
min d(nb, cj)

end

Neck perimeter curvature:

9. neck perimeter = necks ∩ perim(particle phase)
curvatures = compute curvature(neck perimeter)
curvature distances = distance values(neck perimeter)

end
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Abstract. A priority-based method for pixel reconstruction and incre-
mental hole filling in incomplete images and 3D surface data is presented.
The method is primarily intended for reconstruction of occluded areas
in 3D surfaces and makes use of a novel prioritizing scheme, based on a
pixelwise defined confidence measure, that determines the order in which
pixels are iteratively reconstructed. The actual reconstruction of individ-
ual pixels is performed by interpolation using normalized convolution.

The presented approach has been applied to the problem of recon-
structing 3D surface data of a rock pile as well as randomly sampled
image data. It is concluded that the method is not optimal in the lat-
ter case, but the results show an improvement to ordinary normalized
convolution when applied to the rock data and are in this case com-
parable to those obtained from normalized convolution using adaptive
neighborhood sizes.

Keywords: image reconstruction, hole filling, normalized convolution.

1 Introduction

There are many ways in which an image can be incomplete. Image sensors can
be faulty, 3D surface image data can contain areas of missing data due to surface
reflectance properties and occlusion [9] or image pixels can be lost or distorted
during transmission of data.

As an example of missing data, including sensor occlusion, consider Fig. 6
(on page 183) showing two grayscale images depicting 3D surface data of a rock
pile where missing pixels are marked in black. The image to the right shows the
rows of range data as measured by a structured lighting sensor [9]. To simplify
later analysis of the measurements, we consider how these missing pixels can be
reconstructed.

While many techniques deal with reconstruction of randomly missing pixels
[3, 6, 7, 8], there is also a potential benefit from being able to reconstruct missing
regions within an image. This particular kind of image reconstruction is known
as hole filling and can be summarized into three broad categories.

A. Heyden and F. Kahl (Eds.): SCIA 2011, LNCS 6688, pp. 176–185, 2011.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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Inpainting describes the technique where an artist reconstructs missing sec-
tions in a painting. This process can be formalized into solvable mathemat-
ical problems with the aim of producing visually pleasing images [1, 2].

Geometric methods are typically used when image data comprises a surface
of 3D points, or it is appropriate to represent image pixels in this way. Points
are triangulated into a mesh, upon which the reconstruction is based. Holes
appear as non-triangulated parts of the mesh. These methods fill each hole by
computing a suitable patch that fits in seamlessly within the close proximity
of the hole. The patch is then sampled to get values for the missing points [5].

Kernel regression methods are commonly used for reconstruction of images
based on sparse sets of irregularly sampled pixels, but can also be applied to
whole regions of missing pixels. These methods are based on a foundation
of linear algebra and use basis expansions of local neighborhoods to improve
or fill in the data of a pixel [8]. The neighborhoods are weighted by an
applicability function so the key point in these methods is how to choose
the neighborhood size, shape and applicability. More recently, methods that
adapt the neighborhood size according to the density of sampled points in
the neighborhood and the shape of the applicability function to shapes of
edges surrounding the neighborhood have been presented [7, 8].

In this paper we present a Prioritized Incremental algorithm using Normalized
Convolution (PINC) for reconstruction of missing regions in incomplete images
and 3D surface data. Specifically, when applied to surface data of piled particles
(e.g. rocks) the presented method seeks to reconstruct the data in a way that
preserves local topological variation and particle distinctness. The method makes
use of a novel prioritizing scheme, based on a pixelwise defined confidence mea-
sure, that determines the order in which pixels are iteratively reconstructed. The
actual reconstruction is performed by interpolation using the kernel regression
method known as normalized convolution [6].

2 Method

At any time during the reconstruction process for an image, every pixel can be
sorted into one of the three following classes:

1. Valid pixels, where the original image contains data.

2. Unfilled pixels; non-valid pixels where no value has been assigned.

3. Filled pixels; non-valid pixels that have been assigned an interpolated value.

The presented method reconstructs holes (regions of unfilled pixels) in a data
set by interpolation of unfilled pixels in an order such that those with more
“reliable data” in their proximity are processed before those with less. In order
to achieve this reconstruction, a prioritizing strategy needs to be defined. Such
a prioritization can be achieved by using a measure of the “validity” of the
neighbors of an unfilled pixel.
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Let d(x) denote the 2D Euclidean distance from the pixel x to the closest
pixel containing valid data. A pixelwise confidence measure can then be defined
as

wc(x) =

⎧
⎨
⎩

1 if x contains valid data,
0 if x contains unfilled data,
1

d(x)+1 if x contains filled data .
(1)

As unfilled pixels are filled, their confidence measure is changed according to
(1). Pixel confidence values for filled data thus monotonically decrease from 1
at the border of valid data towards 0 in the unfilled pixels.

Consider an unfilled pixel x with a surrounding n × n neighborhood Nx,n

containing pixels xN,1, xN,2, . . . , xN,n2. By summing up the confidence of the
pixels in Nx,3, a priority measure p(x) based on the confidence in the immediate
neighborhood of x can then be defined as

p(x) =

9∑

k=1

wc(xN,k) . (2)

Since d(x) ≥ 0, 0 ≤ wc(x) ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ p(x) ≤ 8. For example, if x is a unfilled
pixel entirely surrounded by valid data, p(x) would be 8 and that pixel should
consequently be filled in before a pixel with fewer valid neighbors. The range of
p(x) depends on wc(x), and will thus change if another confidence measure is
selected. The idea is that wc should be chosen so that holes are filled inwards
from their perimeters.

The order of reconstruction is thus determined by prioritizing pixels using the
defined confidence measure. Unfilled pixels of equal priority are processed in the
same step. Knowledge of data set restrictions can be included where values are
known to be within a certain interval. This is accomplished by truncating each
assigned value within the interval limits directly after the interpolation step.

The PINC algorithm is a combination of a strategy for selecting the order for
filling-in missing data and a method for assigning values to the unfilled pixels.
It can be summarized as follows:

1 While unfilled pixels remain, do:

2 Select the set X of pixels with highest priority.

3 For each pixel x in X:

4 Obtain coefficients for a local polynomial expansion

around x.

5 Approximate and constrain the value at x.

6 Update the confidences of X and recalculate priorities.

2.1 Local Polynomial Expansion: Assigning Values

Let x denote an unfilled pixel and f the pixelwise signal values of the data set.
The value of x, f(x), can be approximated by the constant-term coefficient for
a best-fit local expansion in a selected basis (for instance, consider the constant
term in a Taylor expansion). In this work a polynomial basis is used.
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Expressing the data values for Nx,n by the signal vector

f = f(Nx,n) =
(
f(xN,1), f(xN,2), . . . , f(xN,n2)

)T ∈ Rn2

(3)

and letting {b1, b2, . . . , bm} constitute a set of m < n2 linearly independent

bases spanning a subspace S of Rn2

, it is possible to approximate f by its
projection fS onto S. By letting B = (b1, b2, . . . , bm)

T
denote the basis matrix

and c = {c1, c2, . . . , cm} represent the corresponding coefficients for fS , we can
write fS = Bc . The coefficients contained in c are given by

arg min
c∈Rm

‖fS − f‖ = arg min
c∈Rm

‖Bc − f‖ , (4)

which can be recognized as a least squares problem.
However, an adjustment of the influences of the different pixels in Nx,n is

desired so that pixels closer to x have a greater impact on the result than those
further away. Care should also be taken to the reliability of the values in the
neighborhood pixels. These desired objectives of pixelwise influence and reliabil-
ity can be achieved by using normalized convolution with the diagonal matrices
for applicability and certainty given by

Wa =

⎛
⎜⎝

wa(xN,1) · · · 0
...

. . .
...

0 0 wa(xN,n2)

⎞
⎟⎠ and Wc =

⎛
⎜⎝

wc(xN,1) · · · 0
...

. . .
...

0 0 wc(xN,n2)

⎞
⎟⎠

respectively. For all pixels in the neighborhood Nx,n, wa(xN,k) is a Gaussian
mask providing applicability weights and wc(xN,k) is the corresponding confi-
dence mask, where k = 1, 2, . . . , n2. Following the outline provided by Farnebäck
[4], influences of the neighborhood pixels in (4) are assigned weights by a matrix
W , implicitly defined by W 2 = W aW c (Fig. 1). A vector cW , representing the
basis coefficients for the weighted neighborhood, can then be obtained from

arg min
cW ∈Rm

‖WBc − Wf‖ . (5)

The solution to this problem is then given by

cW = (BT W aW cB)−1BT W aW cf , (6)

w
a

w
c w2

Fig. 1. Example of neighborhood weights corresponding to values of Wa (left), Wc

(center) and W 2 (right) for Nx,9
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which can be efficiently solved [4]. Once the coefficients in cW have been cal-
culated, the coefficient corresponding to the constant base function can be re-
trieved, providing the approximation of the pixel value f(x).

3 Experiments and Results

Three different data sets were reconstructed by both ordinary normalized con-
volution (NC) and the PINC algorithm:

1. A gray-scale image, corrupted by randomly removing 90% of the pixels.
2. The same image as in 1, with holes of three different shapes.
3. 3D surface data for a pile of rocks, where data is partially missing.

3.1 Reconstruction of Randomly Removed Data

Figure 2 shows an original image and a version with 90% of the pixels randomly
removed. Reconstructions were performed using a neighborhood size for coeffi-
cient extraction of 15×15 and a Gaussian mask with σ = 1.5 as the applicability
function. The original image is restricted to values in the range R [0, 1], where-
fore these limits were chosen as constraints for the reconstruction. Results of
the NC and PINC algorithms, using zeroth and second order polynomials, are
presented in Fig. 3. It should be noted that the PINC algorithm provides a less
detailed result, but shows a more stable behavior for higher order polynomials
where ordinary normalized convolution returns small regions of extreme values
(Fig. 3, upper right).

3.2 Reconstruction of Holes

Figure 4 shows the same image as in the previous section (Sec. 3.1), now artifi-
cially corrupted by creating holes. The resulting reconstructed images, obtained
by using the same parameter setup as in the previous section, are presented
in Fig. 5. Differences between the two reconstruction algorithms are visible, es-
pecially in the row of circles crossing the face region. Black and white defects
remain in the lower section of the reconstructions performed by ordinary nor-
malized convolution, especially for higher order polynomial expansions.

3.3 Reconstruction of Missing 3D Surface Data

3D surface data from a structured lighting sensor [9] comprising a camera and a
projector was used to test the algorithm. The data consists of spatially separated
rows of 3D data points recorded on a 256×256 image grid and contains occlusions
where the surface structure obscures the reflected light from reaching the camera
(Fig. 6, right). The geometry of the sensor provides a pixelwise upper limit for
the reconstruction of the occluded data, in the form of a linear interpolation
between the measured pixels.
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Fig. 2. The original image (left) and the version with 90% randomly removed data
(right)

Fig. 3. Reconstructions of the right image in Fig. 2 using NC (first row) and PINC
(second row). Order of polynomials used for interpolation are 0 (left) and 2 (right).
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Fig. 4. The original image (left) and a version with holes (right)

Fig. 5. Reconstructions of the right image in Fig. 4 using NC (first row) and PINC
(second row). Order of polynomials used for interpolation are 0 (left) and 2 (right).
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Fig. 6. 3D surface data of a rock pile: Combined information from all six measurements
(left) and from one measurement only (right)

Fig. 7. Reconstructions of 3D surface data (Fig. 6, right) using 9 × 9 neighborhood
NC (upper left), 15 × 15 neighborhood NC (upper right), adaptive neighborhood NC
(lower left), and 9 × 9 neighborhood PINC (lower right). Order 2 polynomials were
used, giving RMSE values 0.055, 0.031 0.030 and 0.029 respectively.
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The performance of the PINC algorithm was measured by calculating Root
Mean Squared Error (RMSE) values between the interpolated data and a second
data set comprising six overlapping measurements (Fig. 6, left), rescaling the
data sets to gray scale images of range R[0, 1]. For comparison, the surface was
also reconstructed by three different NC approaches. First, a neighborhood of
the same size as used for the PINC algorithm, 9×9 pixels, was applied. Secondly,
the neighborhood was extended to 15 × 15 to avoid the type of holes visible in
the NC results presented in Fig. 5 (upper right). Thirdly, the NC algorithm was
used with adaptive neighborhoods, where for each pixel the smallest surrounding
neighborhood containing at least 25% valid data was used for interpolation.
Results for second order polynomials are presented in Fig. 7. For the 9 × 9
neighborhood NC reconstruction, the RMSE value for the resulting data is 0.055.
It should be noted that in this case the small neighborhood does not bridge the
regions of missing data, giving a potential large error for those pixels. The 15×15
neighborhood NC reconstruction fills in the holes, providing an RMSE value of
0.031. NC reconstruction using an adaptive neighborhood gives a lower RMSE
value, 0.030. Finally, the suggested PINC algorithm gives the RMSE value 0.029.

4 Discussion

As can be seen in Fig. 3, the PINC algorithm does not reconstruct fine details as
effectively as NC on 90% randomly distributed missing data. The reconstruction
by growing property of PINC can result in image structure from a location with
a local cluster of pixels, spreading over the image and influencing the recon-
struction around more isolated pixels. However, while the presented incremental
method is less likely to capture small details in the randomly sampled data, it
is less sensitive to extreme values when using higher order polynomials.

From Fig. 5, it is clear that the suggested incremental approach fills in miss-
ing data where ordinary normalized convolution does not. This is because the
chosen neighborhood is too small to bridge the largest holes. The problem can
be approached by using adaptive neighborhoods, as described in [7, 8]. Also, the
result from the PINC algorithm is in general more pleasant to the eye than the
NC reconstructed image.

Presented results for 3D range data shows that our method gives the best
RMSE value for the tested data. Also, as expected, we see that NC needs a
larger neighborhood to cover the missing regions. The use of locally adaptive
neighborhoods partially solves this problem, but demands more computational
power due to the unconstrained size of the neighborhoods when available pix-
els become very sparse. However, since the PINC algorithm currently reaches
the same performance as NC with adaptive neighborhood sizes, it should be
possible to improve PINC by incorporating the techniques that adapt to their
surroundings such as neighborhood and applicability presented in [7, 8].

Even though the NC reconstruction with a 15 × 15 neighborhood here pro-
duces an RMSE value that is comparable to PINC and adaptive NC, this is not
something we can expect to be true in the general case. The images used in
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this work are at quite low resolution and all occluded regions are roughly of the
same magnitude which in this case makes the 15 × 15 neighborhood suitable for
all regions. When having occluded regions of different size, this means that for
using NC we would have to use neighborhoods that bridges the largest occluded
region, something that would introduce smoothing in the smaller cavities.

5 Conclusion

By measuring RMSE values between a reconstructed partially occluded 3D rock
pile surface and its true topology, we conclude that the suggested image recon-
struction by prioritized incremental normalized convolution (PINC) performs
better than ordinary normalized convolution (NC). To adapt the size of neigh-
borhoods seem to be another possible approach of improving the performance of
NC, but we have shown that a comparable result can be achieved using smaller
neighborhoods.

The presented hole filling and reconstruction of randomly sampled data (Figs 5
and 3, respectively) highlights the differences between PINC and NC algorithms.
The PINC algorithm is not adapted for reconstruction of data sets where most
data is randomly removed, but is useful for its purpose; filling holes in 3D surface
data.
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